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1
REGISTER.
PADUCAH, ICY., WEDNESDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 20 1965.
ANOTHER RESPECTED AND
MANY YEARS RESIDENT DEAD
LAST NIGHT JUST BEFORE re \O'CLOCK THE FINAL SUM-
MONS CAME TO GEORGE ROCK, THE VENERABLE RE.3.
TIRED MIER1CHANT—HIS DEMISE ENDED A SUCCESSFUL
LIFE AND REMOVED ONE OF PADUCAH'S MCST VAL-
UED MN AND WELL-TO-DO CITIZENS.
The entire community in particu-
lar and all of West Kentucky in gen
,erat. will this morning bow its 'head
in deep grief and sorrow Imo° learn-
ing that ten minutes before the
clock struck the hour ,of midnight
this morning Mr. George Rock
breathed his last at hie, handsome
home on Fifth and Monroe streets,
where the eminent shoe dealer and
capitalist had lived for so many
years. Although his hopeless con-
dition has been realized for several
weeks by his family and ftienda,
stiJI be continued to linger until
hope had arriseu for him, but the
afflicting disease had too strong a
told upon hie constitution ando he
slowly grew worse until claimed by
death.
'Mr. Rock was seventy years, of
age and for the piOst year had been
ailing with an affliction of the kid
neys which slowly but constantly
grew upon his system. Finally dur-
ing the summer months his condition
became such that 'he was compelled
to remain at home a few days at a
time, before bang able to return to
his eitsibljelsment, but the ailment
at teat forced him to sell his big
shoe house and retire to private life.
Despite this though, he continued
to come to the business house sever-
s! times a week. Eleven weeks ago
he was compelled to remain at the
house constantly, while six weeks
since he too km his bed Lad there
slowly declined, the infirmities inci-
dental to his advanced age, and the
kidney affliction combined being too
'treat for his constitution, which
gradnally gave down under it, and
he was claimed by the Grim Reaper
at it .5o o'ckich last evening For
the past week or ten days he had
•taken very little notir:shment on ac-
count of his weakened state, while
the medicines had to he injected in-
tr. lam. He remainest conscious un-
til a short whi:e before diseolution,
at which time his bed was surround-
•ed by every member of his family.
Yesterday at noon the doctors notic-
'id him commence to sink and he
gradually grew weaker until death
closed his eyes.
No man in all Kentaseky or this
_oectiod of the country stood higher
in any community than, did Mr.
eGeorge Rock, who has been so
•closely identified with the Ratter's
of this city for the past half century
He was a man greatly admired by
everybody for his lofty characteris
tics, but more pirticularly for his
'honesty, integrity and uprighteous-
nem. Which were beacon lights for
his life that was as pure as snow..
Mr. Rock was born January aefh,
1835. being a native of Hesse Darm-
stadt, Germany. He was the sec-
ond of three children born to John
and Barbara Rock in that foreign
land, where during 1848 'hie father
died and was buried. The follow-
ing yeat his mother embarked for
this country, accompanied by her
children. who were the Paducshans
Air. John Rock, a wealthy business
man, of Cleve/and, Ohio, and Mrs.
Elizabeth Herman, of the same city.
The family immediately went to that
Ohio city, where they took up their
borne, which has since been main-
tained by the two other children,
ensile Mr. George Rock young in
life betook hirnself to other places.
,then to 210 and 212 Broadway. Hf1
1
1,
business had gradually grown,
through .his perseverence and pro-
gressiveness, until it had asinunted
immense wholesale and retail pro-
portions by the time he got to the
latter place. He had pushed things
forward from a very entail shop to
an important commercillf enterprise
that netted him great reale!), and
finally he moved into t building atIto
321 Broadway where has been
for many years past.
Mr. Rock was a rasa of thrift,
broad-minded from a business stand
point, knew the Value of integrity
and honesty, and adhering to these
was always looked upon as a man
whose reliability could never be
questioned and whose standard was
a motto for good living, exernplined
in his family of children following
aloft after him.
Having reached the top rung in
the shoe business, his noose having
a mammoth wholesale and total
trade he branched out in other enter-
prises and started the big furniture
fsctory of South Third street, of
which be was president at death. He
was also a big stockholder in the
water company, the water and elec-
tric light company of Mayfield, the
Carbondale C.oal company, of Car-
bondale, Ky., the cordage factory
here, a director in the Anferican-
German National bank, held big
stock in a gold mine in Oregon, was
one of the progressive mere who laid
Out Fountain park addition into res-
idence property, and in fact owned
stock and interests in numerous oth-
er paying concerns ttatt.regarded his
wise counsel and advice as moment-
uous suggestions to be sought in the
successful guidance of commercial
affairs.
Last sammer his advanced age and
allinent compelled him to dispose of
his oboe house to Messrs. David
Koger anst Edward Ifringburst, who
continue operating ionic under the
old firm name of the George Rock
Shoe company.
Mr. Rock wes a wery devout
Christian man, whose religious pro-
clivities Were pronounced and char-
acterized for their depth and huge
interest, and one who rigidly believ-
es in walking the luanork and up-
right path. lie was president of the
German Evangelical church congre-
gation when claimed by the Grim
Reaper, and that membership suffers
an irreparable loss which can never
be overcome.
The deceased is survived by a fam
ily of eight children, Mr. John Rock
and Mesdames John J. ,Bleich, Wm.
Katterjolui, Henry Mailmen, Jacob
Seinen), Ed ward Pett et, Henry
Beyer and Georgia Beyer, all of this
city, and they have the utmost and
deepest sympathy of the entire com-
munity in their hour of grief and
sorrow. •
Regarding affiliation with secret
orders he was a member 61..r: Plain
City Lodge No. 449, F. and A'. M.,
and also elonged to the -Royal
Arch chapter of Masons.
On first mowing to Paducah Mr.
Rock °copied the little house stand-
ing in the triangular formed yard at
Jeffloson street and the I. C. rail-
road crossing. Later he moved to
the home between the Thompson
and Bloom residences. on Jefferson
, •
street between Fifth and Sixth. AW4nle in Cleveland the deceaseil
served three 
yeses as an apprentice number of years ago he erected the
palatial residence at Fiftir 'and ?dotsat the shoemaking 'trade, and bad
since devoted his ,entire life to that
veiling with molted and preetininent
success. After learning hi's; trede.he
left Cleveland hol went to
vile, where be worked at a journey-
man at the ettere bench until 183y.
During 1856 he was united in mar-
riage at the Falls City to Miss
Catherine Seigel, who preceded her
husband to the grave by about trn
years, be having expired and booed
in this city. In the early part of
1857 MT. Rock went from, 'Louis-
ville to I.efayetts, Chtietian county,
which is not far front Hopkineville.
lie lived there a little over one year
when he moved to Pediteari during
the first of 1858, and boa since made
-One city his home. &ring wasich
time fie arose to one of the most
influential and prcfmitiont linsinees-
men of wealth. . •
On Arse arriving itc,rttopened a
little *brie shop upon second
floor of a building thew Mending
where Dr.1:Jaihn, K. Bonds' drug
• -store is at 'Third and Kentucky are-
flue. After remaining there. Iv while
he moved down to hrdway he-,
Wert) First and •n 1
roe streets where he pasted his de-
dining days..
As yet no rrangement4 have bean7,
made for th funeral, as the family
is waitift t, hear from the deceas-
.ed's brother, Mr. John Rock, of
Cleveland, who was yesterday at
noon wired of the hopeless . condi-
tion of the Partucaikan, and who is
expected-liter to attend the burial.
SERIOUSth ILL.
Dr. William Hank Confined in Hos
pital in Arizona.
The mane hilts of Dr. William
Hank will regret io learn that he is
dangerously ill in Arizona where he
has been for several months past on
aceount of his health. 'He. is sof-
Icier front brighesh disease and while
his brother, Mr. Oscar Hiankt was
there last week, the other was placed
in a -hospital for treatment.
Alderman-elect Harry Hank will
leave after the holidayts to be at
the bedside of his brother, and if the
later is able he will be brottkffit blek






trovicbent Savings Society Makes Up




New York, Dec. ea.—The eh:ging
week of the iovestigation of life in-
surance companies/ was begun yester-
day with an examination of some of
ehe officer's of the Provident' Sav-
ings Society, the Empire Life and
fthe Life Association of America.
Queen transactions in real estate
and juggling of the books of the
Provident society were exposed dur-
iug the inquiry. He said the total
eceipte of -his, company for 19°4
were- $78,335, while the disburse-
ments were 
$79,000.Used Worthless Securities.
President Henry T. Tosvnsley, of
the Life. Asnociation of America, tes
tified the company was originally an
assessment company, but in 1902 it
was incorporated as a stock com-
pany. He said his company. fre-
quently paid to brokers or agents
what amounted to go per cent com-
mission. Fifty per cent was the reg-
u:ar commission and the balance was
made' up by a commuting of the re-
newal commission. A list of collat-
eral 'mane was in evidence and when
Mr. Hughes started to re-ad it Mr.
Townsley asked if it was read for
the benefit of the newspapers. Mr.
Hughes tartly replied it was read tit
show the company loaned money on
worthless securities.
In one of these a building in Sa-
vannah, Ga., was traded on too oc-
casions for New York city property
and a loan was then made on the
,Savannah building, with the result
diet each time the bui;ding returned
te; the poseession of the society un-
der foreclosure or default of inter-
est.
According to Mr. Hughes there
appeared to he - maricing up of the
book values of the society's real es-
tate holdings almost annually...Sub-
sequently
,
 Males M. Dawson, the
committee's expert actuary, present-
ed complications showing the socie-
ty by its management lose about
$mote* last year. which was offset
by the marking up of its real estate
holdings.
Stacey Wilson, secretary of the
Empire Life, formerly the Home
Benefit Society, an assessment com-
pany, told how his company was
nee The compatly has about $12,-
ow assets, with an, outstanding lia-
bility of about $5o,000.
William Elbert, who has charge of
the real estate of the Provident so-
' ty, said the company erected an
e building in Waco. Tex., in
at a cost of $'46,448, that $50,-
betterments were made upon it
and that by 1899 its value had been
marked up in the books bi the com-
Pany 'to $2530000 •
William T.- Gilbert, counsel for
the Provident society, testified that
three years later the Waco property
was traded off and then the society
mmie a loan of $125,000 on it to)
}-1 nry II. Petera. Paters conveyed
the property over to the society
again inodefault of payment and the
society placed its book value at $2o4
927, although Mr. Elbert, who again
went on the stand, said it cost the
society $125,000, plus the intetest, :
Mr. Gilbert described a ct
lion in which the Provident
bought a brick building in Sava
Oa., for $83,107 in 1897 which
eiarked up to a book value of Sion -
467 by tfloor traded off and then sur•
e tome Thee time it aiso cost the
society about $83,000, witness „staid,
but in 1902 its: market value wa
fixed by-an appraiser at $110,000:
Last year the prbpertt wait beaded
off again. t '
Comptroller Ralph Taylor said an
entry in the report of the Previden
society Dec. it, r9oo, showing a
pert-1 125e of sixty-two shares of
North American Truest ,cortionny at
$229 from Stewart 'Brown, and a sale
of the same stock to him on Feb. al,
1901, at the, game price, wee. a mis-
take. There was no such Waive-
tion, he said, and he accounted for
it by confusion in the office.
Miles MI. Dawson, expert ackpary
for the committee, submitted state-
metres showing the gains and losses
by the management of do Provident
society, according to its reports since
1897. These statements ahowq. ht
was, t
was
witness said, offset by the markingtip of the value of real estate.
Assets Extremely Small.
Stacey Wilson-, secretary of the
Empire Life, was next caHed. This
company was formerly the Home
Benefit society, an assessment com-
pany without capital stock, which
was organized in difir. The com-
pany employed one clerk, one book-
keeper* and one stenographer besides
the officers, which are a president.
viI president, secretary and treas-
ur . The 'company owns no real
estate, has a bank balance at present
of *bout $7,000, which, with $5,000
in *ater bonds, constitutes about
SetePoo, which- are death claims ap-
proved and not paid.
The company's outstanding insur-
ance amounts to about $4,00es000 on
2.200 policies and its businesst is in
New York and Pennsylvania. Of
th officials only the secretary and
te rer drew salaries, the former
and the. latter $2,000. The ro-
ds receipts for Igoe were $78.335.
entire disbursements for the
so year were $79.000.
. Wilson said Tie company had..
excluded from doing businress
number of states, including Ken
, Ohio and New Jersey. The
any, he said, could not pay any
surrender values until it had ac-
e ulated $ioo,000. The witness
so there was no corporation or per
behind his company nor .has
e :vsr been any contract by







PEOPLE HAVE TO RUSH TO
PREVENT CHOKING TO
DEATH.
Street Cleaning Outfit Becomes too
Industrious When It Comes out
of Evenings.
VOL 22, NO. 197
ALL ARE BRIGANDS
to Horgan & Co., on Dec. 31, ice&and buying it back on-Jan. r, Igoe, inorder to make a false report to thestate superintendent of insurance, Itwould prevent, he said, Mr. Harrimanfrom borrowing $27,ocioeseo to cast
InsuranGe Men are tinnier- into a straggle for the control of thecifully Attacked
SUITS IN PAWN DLYT
tilklite.S Aka. FOR SALE.
Congressman Landis' of Indiana, inMaiden Speech, Pays Caustic Re-
spect to Insurance Men.
Great complaint from every source
has arisen the past two nights re-
garding the employes of the city's
c*aning department coming out so
y of evening's to sweep the paved
tJlurovghfare in tht Winans portion
Ate city, where titrisitatc niohtlyg now to & ffistit'V'T
ping.
Mundas night the streek cleanuit
sweeper was out on Br ay
7:3o o'clock, going up and down that
Congested thoroughfare, sweeping tin
dust and cart from center of the high-
way to side, by mans of the revolv-
ing, iron-au-awed sweeper polled by
the horses. Last night they were out
jittle after g o'clock doing the
rk, and nobody objects to
aning being done, if the thor
e was sprinkled before, so
at clouds of. choking dust wotifil
arise and melee life disagreeable
litir the throng. passing.
Both nights Isuictreds of ladies and
• ntlemen have bad to enter the
mercantile estAblialitnents in order to.
t out of the dint which arose in
ow% eso thick to pass through
.thetit'schoking. A hovel goer up
every side and if it is time the
trying to gain the
ard works should make
swec e" side thoroughfares.
et of -4evenitte and then not eatne
42Iver onsBroadhay and the intersect-
ing streets until after the I:winces
houses are all closed and periple,n,.fle
home.
For months heretofore the clean -
Sig outfit has not been accustomed to
filming out on Broadway and the side
treets bntween Kentticky avetilbodfferson until t O'clock in' the treiPto
*le, and thee the sprinkler first goes
er to dampen the dust and prevent
s arising, therefore it iy un-explain-
why the apparatuk come, out
early in the evening, and then-
bout the eprink4er.-





George C. Buchanan, Distillery Man,
Files Petition.
Lottievide, Ky. ;"*Dec to —George
B. Beebaoan, formerly three times
A millionaire,' hat filed a petition in
ankreptcy, giving his liabilities as
$70,000 and his aesete as $100. He
as one of the beet known distillers
n America.
MAKE POOR FELONS
AND USEZLES.S AS CORPSES
Washington, Dec. 19.—"There is
plunder, Mn. Chairman, pure and
simple. One thing exceeds the per-
fidy of these offenders and that is
their impudence," declared Repre-kmative Frederick Landis of In-
diana in his maiden speech in congress
Monday while discussing his bill pro-
viding for federal supervision of in-
surance companies.
"All but two or three remain inpower," continued the congressman,
flaying the officers of the great in-
surance companies. "There is notone of them good enought to wear
the stripes of the felon. For them toremain in office is unspeakable—as
unspeakable as for the house wrecker
complacently to sit in the ruin he has
wrought and calmly invite the Ameri-canvofr th.a er th.to return anks for divine
f
"One of them has gone away. He
has gone to Paris. I congratulate
hisn on his conception of propriety. Inthe midst of all this brazenness his
flight is as noteworthy .as that of the
belated swallow back to the tropics
through the autumn sky.
Dead Man Better Than Hyde.
"We send Mr. Hyde to France, not
as an ambassador, thank God, nor
even in return for straw which was
packed around the body of John Paul
Jones. And we might say to our
sister republic that we will gladly
exchange with her for an equal num-
ber of honest dead men, to be se
lected at her own discretion, a Mott
hr. but
-re
"Pan Is the vein* be, Iwant to lake away front tho .dasathbed
of the policyholder the ugly. .ftsesof
Harri . Kuhn, Loeb & the
Sc1C 1. alba MIcCalls, tnig- T'er-
in-
To join One Company.
;qr. James Young and wife, former-
ly Miss Flora Mae Clark, have signed
%int Louis James for next season, to
play Shakiespearan roles, Mrs. Young
is now in "Custer's !rest Fight" at
St. isbuie, while Mr. Young was here







tion r, the bird's- ew
directors is usually a politician
Who it thing except canning
and • decoy people 11010
eons urity.
ese are uniuler-satsts-- is, they Ore director* in
every inst ion within the zone of
their notoriety. Their souls are in
pawn, but their names are still for
rent. They plead financial streets% as
denantret to the ten command•rraents
the s ion on the mount."
Landis xplailas Object of Bill.
Mr. Landis' bile creases a division
of/insurance in the department of
comanerce and labor and provides for
a superintendent of all life insurance
companies doing business in the ter-
ritory described.
"This wenn& prevent, for instance,
any life insurance corporatiott from
holding $9n.000000 ,worth of security
marketed by J. P. Meorgan & Co ..
"This woutd supplant speculation
with investment.
"This wooed disclose how far these
companies had departed from the
eriginal purpose of ineurance and
%tendered off into a Ave of more
din •-zon forms of pe,Tlik, puzzling
the inalett and at:solute* defrauding
the people.
"This will direct attention to an
amazing field of fraud. It will warn
the peop:e against the most stupend-
ous tricloemil of our tiniea—namely.
the inves it fcattyre or life insur-
ance.
"This will ' disclose whether the
Northern Pacific railroad.
Speech Wins Great Applause.-Me. Landis was applauded ire-quently and when he had conchideddeat, soon:nose members surocueledhina, witn warm congratulations.Butler Ames of Massachusetts an-nounced that he had a method of fed-eral control of insurance which Presi-dent Roosevelt had indorsed. A codeof laws is now being drawn that willembrace in its provistions all that itbest in the laws of the states ofOfossachusetts, Connecticut, Ness-Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, In-diana and Ohio, together with whatadditional safeguards and require-ments are necessary to protect public against the outrageous oracticesthat have been brought to light bythe Armstrong investigation.
CABLE ALL DOWN
THE ELECTRICIANS ARE NOW- MAKING THEIR CON-
NECTIONS
Two men were fatally injured
while pe ing niitirowlyodrine to











of the past is
us hope that it
inquiring policy-
holder why his Aoidiend fell from
U49 io )879 to $7 iffiennat and why the
dividends of his friend sank from $sa
in 1876 to et in iornl."
Whole Country a. Christmas Tree.
1MY. Landis described the salaries
of life insurance officers as the "touch
of kin which makes the whole coun-
try a Christmas tree." aTilese salaries,
he said, were in the main dishonest.
Touching on some of the reported
transactions of influence companies
he said his bill would prevent "a fu-
ture Perkins as vice president of an
insurance roeporation from -buying
bad +dock frowellerkina as the trusted
agent of J. P. Morgan & Co., and
later transferring $80cs000 worth of it
Overhead Wires Are to Come Down
When Switchboard Is Attac,hed
to Cables.
Manager Joynes. of the East Ten-nessee Telephone company, -yester-day stated that the electricians hadcompleted placing the cables throughthe underground conduits leading be-neath the street from Fourth andKentucky avenue, up to the alleyrunning behind the exchangebuilding,and then underneath the allerwayinto the building proper. The work-ers are now making their connections,attaching the cable wires to the newswitch hoard inside the (Exehangabuilding. It will take them sameweeks yet to get everything en*pleted so ti, new estriterst-eutt10. asses'. -
There are itteen cables 
.,..fli 
-e conduits eat* the street, vs hiside each ea* there are AM svioSstwo wires to filch telephone used ',sthe customers the ealnpany.
lies a tot o Loam or enough to
ply 5,aeh ones. Of course
t
company not that many it- nes at present, but provision
by placing wires inside the .,chides for the 'phones the companyMs to its list- as the business in-creases
Just as ,00n the wires throughthe ,cal 'i's are a to the newswitchq,-ard the. wires now overhead,atoll leading trios tile exchange is illhe-takes down, as there is no furtheruse for them. The present old swine.board in the front part of the secondfloor of the building will then betaken lout and sent tack to the fac-tory to be built atiew, and used atsome of the smaller exchange build-ings over the country where thecompany maintains a system of con-nections. eThe .space now occupiedby the old board will be devoted' toa wareroom, while the exchangegirls and the appurtenances will bemoved hack to the rear part of thewhere tie new limerd stands.The new switchboard wad connec-tions amply provide the companyWith apparatus to care for its in-creasing bunter:to for years to Coate.
It is costing mans- thousands ofdollars for this to he accornpliahed.In order to rueb the cables throughthe conduit* ancliaeffect the connec-tions the electrielant have been work-ing every *ft -- tho.nost week ortwo down underground man-
holes leading to the Conduits,
Siring hi. -stiotivcs mad been 'm-
ingled, Forentait W. S. Woodson,
of the Knox county grand jury, in-
vestigatieg election cases at Barbour
vine, tenstered his reegnation. Judge -
Faulkner refused to accept it, and
said that if neccoarr he would ask
for troops to protect the court. One
report is that severat, indictments
have been found, but on names have
hien Made public.
The Workmen's Council, at a se-
cret meeting held in the outskirts of
St. Petersburg, reached a tentative
deciaion to begin another general s
strike on Wednesday. The decision
has been communicated to the cen-
tral committee at Moecow, and if
that finely concur* the strike will be
declared immediately.
Forrtitr Premier Balfour, In a
speech at Leeds, Ettg • devoted his
address almost entirely to the ernon-ist fiscal policy. He declaeed that
Ii- was for free trade and that a gen
teal tariff along protestinnist lines
uas altogether outside the scope









ED IN MILL BEING
BROUGHT IN.
There Was Continued Until Next
Term the Killing Charge Against
Willis Mount.
In the circuit court yesterday the
grand jury brought in an indict-
ment against G. E. Wileom, oharg-
ing him with false swearing. Wil-
son has ekippsid out, gloving jumped
his bond which was paid into coon
by his sureties after he departed
.,from these quarters. Wilson was
formerly manager of the local office
for the Sorrel/ern Mutual investment
company, of Lexington, Ky., and
one day while there was tieing tried
a case regarding the -comparry's busi-
ness Wilson testified under oath on
the stand that he had not received
from the home offrec of the company
a check or voucher for the salary
due J. F. Nioholeon, one of the
agents. It was proven that the
home office did send this voucher
and that Wilson did receive same,
so the grand jury indicted him for
alleged false sweaming.
Arnett Hodge was indicted on the
charge of stealing 2 fine bird dog
from Druggist George Rawleigh, of
Sixth and Clay streets.. The charge
is grand larceny ante the court set
this case for trial on the 15th day
of the term, which is today.
Tom Trimble, alias Tom Tramble,
colored, was indicted on the charge
of stealing a bicycle from the little
\son of Mrs. Allie Ogilvie, of this
city. Another Mil was 'brought in
against him on the oharge of obtain-
ing money by false pretenses by pre
tending the bike was' his and selling
it to another. Those cases are set for
today also.
An indictment was brought in
charging Missie Robertson and Per-
cy Williams with breaking into the
establishment of Charles Denker
several months ago and stealing
some articles. Williams will he
trod today while Robertson is not
under arrest.
Got One Year.
Charles Williams was given one
year in the penitentiary on the
charge of taking some 10409 belong-
ing to Foreman Brothers and selling
them to Ikey Ackerman by claim-
ing they were his property.
There was continoed until the next
April term of court the ease of Wil-
lis Mount charging him with killing
Willis Nutty above the -Stag saloon
On ' ••rth street two years
ago• postponement heal to be
• account of it being unable
. to get important witness-• •- whose testimony is badly
• by the defendant.
was postponed over until
• y die indictment charging Lo%is
Sn?ithezs with deranging Estella
H ribtrt, cobored, against her wills
eorge Armstrong, colored, was
tinted of the charge of cutting•
ugene Jackson last week during a
Oght they had at the Abe MOrcoff-
. sky ealoon on Second and Kentucky
oss SW/Mt.
4•-• One year in the penitentiary w.as
given Frank James for shooting
Gabe Fletcher two years ago during
a quarrel on North Ninth street.
James was captured' only a few
months ago in West Tennessee and
. ..'ihrought back here by Detective
Os, Moore.
•°-. Bill Buckner. colored, was given
• Me month in the county jail for
Stealing sonic lap robes from the 'bug
gy of Roy McKinley, who conducts
a commission business on 5puth Sec
ond street near Washington.
Civil Matters.
A writ of possession was granted
the suit of Harrell against Poe.
There was filed the bill of evidence
and exceptions by defendant in sup-
port of the motion for a new trial
of the suit of Urey Yottng against
the Illinois Central railroad. Plain-
tiff sued for ;axon for the kos of
his eye, oshich was destroyed by a
piece of metal flying from a - boiler
at the shops whete he was employ-
ed. He got judgmeet for the toll
arnoent and the road is now appeal-
ing same. Hendrick, Mittel. & ltfar-
Ile represent the swinging side and
Charley Wheeler the losing side.
An amended petition was filed in
the suit of Nellie E. Chiles against
G. 13. Chiles, wherein plaintiff
claims her dowry interest hi the est-
tate of her deceased hastened, who
made no provision for her in his
will.
The reoport of sale by Master Corns- • isoioner Cecil Reed was coefserned
• he allowed $20 in ehe suit of
qfptiv C. Hughes against S. F.
Admitted to Practice.
Yesterday after court WIV4 over
Judge Reed selected as a committee
Lawyers helm G. Miller and John
G. Lcerett to examine Miller Nel-
son, of Smithland, and A. E. Boyd,
of this city, both of velrom are law
ettiderits applying; for a Herne* to
practice. After examining the young
men with a long seeks of legal quer;
totes, the committee recommendedthat they be admitted to the bar,
and this ware done.
Jury Wheel Filled.







If $ro.00 or $15.00 wouid be
about what you want to put in
a present we have two epecial
lines of Rugs we want to show
you. Great, generous ones, too.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
—Something new and unitise in
package goods for Xmas. These
goods are fresh and up-to-date. No
old stock.
HAWKINS BROS., 417 Biway.
NEW LODES
TWO TO BE INSTALLED BY
ORGANIZER HELSLEY FOR
WOODMEN.
Large Crowd Out Attending Open
Session of Modern Woodmen of
America Last Evening.
Mr. J. W. Helsley, the district or-
ganizer for the Woodmen of the
World, will go down to Birmingham,
Marshall county, tomorrow or next
day for the purpose of installing the
new lodge organized there by this or
der. He starts the body off with
about twenty-four members.
Sometime next meek he will go to
Kirksey to institute the new lodge
there, with nineteen members.
Masons Elect.
One week from last night the Ma-
sonic lodges of this city hold thei.r
meetings for the purpose of selecting
the officecs who are to serve .for the
epsuing twelve months.
Lodge Meetings.
Tonight the, Eagles meet at their
quarters on Sixth and Broadway, and
the Olive camp of Woodmen of the
World meets on the third floor over
Walker's drug store at Fifth and
Brogdway. Tomorrow night Man-
gum lodke of Odd Fellows meets at
the Fraternity building, while Friday
night Ingleside lodge meets.
Quite a Crowd Out. -
-Last met quite a crowd of people
attended the opening session and sup
per given by the Modern Woodmen
of America at diter hall overd Fifth
and Broadway. State Deputy De-
Part made a nexcellent talk that
deeply interested the marry: there.
In at Evansville.
The Evansville, Ind., papers say
that Mr. Harry English has been
there and goes back after Christmas
to institute a branth of the order of
Beavers, like he did bore several
weelds ago. He is the organizer who
was here with Mr. E. W. Tripp.
St oo Kid Gloves--all colors
and extra quality—for Xmas
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
—Something new and unique in
package goods for Xmas. These
goods are fresh and upsto-date. No
old stock.
HAWKINS BROS., 417 B'way.
FIRE LOSSES
COMMISSIONER ROSE PRE-
PARING TO MAKE STATE-
MENT OUT.
Chief James Woods of the Fire De-
partment Is Working on His
Annual Report.
•Me. C. C. Rose, the commissionerhere for the Kentucky Board of FireUnderwriters, is now preparing to
make out his annual report to be for-warded to headquarters, showing theamount of fire premiums taken in
during the past twelve months, andalso the amount paid out by the cornspanics for losses.
Mr. Rose estimates that the prem-,itnne will run something between
$125,000 and $r5o,000 for the year, buthe cannot tell the exact ansonnt
losses until he does some figuring.It is pAssible that in making out his
statements he will have to make sev-
eral of then), one for the Kentnekyand Tennessee .Board of Fire Under-
withers and then another for the Ken-
tucky body 'alone, which was created
independent of the joint body 'When
the Kentucky and Tennessee organ-
ization dissolved at Louilvilk two
months ago.
The losses this year will probably
run in the neighborhood of Stoo,000,
but of course not that much by a
good figure has been paid out by the
fire insurance companies. The coop-
erage cotnnmany's heeding department
in Mechartioduirg was the heaviest
loss, while Lan getaff -Orme ' P des-
troyedo sawmill was a good-sited one
also.
Chief James Wood, of the fire
department is now getting up his
a n n nab report of looses, runs, etc,
and be will furnish Mr.. Rose with an
outline of the lasses jinn as soon as
he finishes with the documents.
••••=/0
—Something new and troilism in
package goods for Xmas. These
goods are fresh and up-to-date. No
old stock.
HAWKINS BROS., 4t7 Biway.
?BABY'S ECZEMA
Top of Head Covered with
Scales Which Peeled off
Taking Hair with Them.
CURED BY CUTICURA
to Six Years Old with Thick
Hair and Clean Scalp.
Cure Permanent.
"My baby was six weeks old when
the top of her head became covered
with thick males, which would peel
and come off, taking the hair with it.•
It would soon form again and be as had
as before. My doctor said it was
Eczema, and prescribed an ointment,
which did no good. I then tried Ceti-
curs Soap and Ointment. I washedher head in warm water and CuticaraSoap and gently combed the scalesoff. They did not come back and herhair grew out fine and thick. Sbe isuow a year and a half okl, and has notrace of Eczema."
MRS. C. W. BURGHS, IranistaaAve., Bridgeport, Conn., Feb. 21,189S
CURE PERMANENT
Mrs. Barges writes Feb. 28, ton:"My baby, who had Eczema verybadly on her head, as I told you before,after using the Cuticura Remedies wascured. She is now six years old, andhas thick hair and a clean scalp."Instant relief and refreshing sleepfor skin-tortured babies and rest fortired, worried mothers in warm bathswith Cuticura Soap, and gentle anoint-lags with Cuticura Ointment, pnrest of,emollients and greatest of skut cures.This is the purest, sweetest, mostspeedy, permanent, and economicaltreatment for torturing, disfiguring,Itching, burning, bleeding, scaly,crust, and pimply skin and scalphumours, with loss of hair, of infantsand children, as well as adults, and issure to succeed when all other reme-dies and the best physicians fell.






Authorities Will Not Take Chances
of Getting More Damage Snits
Through Negligence.
Assistant Street Inspector Edward
McCormick's crew of street depart-
ment mechanics yesterday at noon
soolool putting the long fence on
Ito ,tiver side of the fill being made
Ing where Four* steeet beyond
Husbands is so low. There has been
a fence on one side of the fill for
some time, but the board of works
had one put on the other side in or-
der to prevent anyone from drivOrg
over the side and thereby injuring
themselves. There is about I.200
feet of fencing on both sides and this
protects the public for a long dist-
orter, and in, fact covers all of the
dangerous places.
Inrmediately after completing with
the fence there Assistant Inspector
McCormick took the men over to
the new fill at the end of Caldwell
street, leading out towards the new
box and basket factory of Messrs.
Morris & Wells near the Union de-
pot. There they are now puttioht
up a fence on the brink of the fill
side to obviate the possibility of any
one driving or fallings over the side
and rolling *o the bottom of the
ditch, fifty feet below.
The city authorities believe it will
pay to have fences put alongside the
fills, because they now stand a good
chance to lose siverar thousand (fol-
iages on account of the accident to
Mins Cornelia Johnson, who was out
citiving one evening with E. Fels'
family and they drove over the side
of the fill where Eleventh street ends
just north of Jackson street. There
was no fence along the end of the
street to ',how that it terminated on
the brink Of the decline, while there
wars neither any electric fights towarn anyone. Miss Johnson was
thrown out of the rig, and going thecity, got judgment for several thou-sand dollar's. The case is now pend-ing in the appellate court.
Since this reccident the municipalauthorities have been a little moreparticular about kW iisg the sides ofdangerous fills exposed to accidents.
Not only the largest line ofLadies' Purses to select from,but better values for the moneythan you can find inywhere.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
THIEVES LOOT A CHURCH.
Notable Work of Luca Dellar Robbie
Stolen From Altar.
Florence, Italy, Dec. r.—A mestaudacious theft has been committedin a church at Peseina, where thethieves succeeded in stealing a notable work of Luca Della Robbie afterremoving the entire altar. Tile lossis booked upon as incalculable.
if You Have
Foot Troubles
You should throw away those old
style rubbers. Any doctor will tell
you they cause most of the trouble
He will tell you to get a pair of
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
because they keep the feet cool—
never chafe or "draw"—are lighter
and more comfortable, while they
protect.
Come in and see how they look on
your shoes—they will fit any shape
shoe.
We have a full line of any kind of
rubbers you could want, from a toe
tip to a buckle Arctic.
We have a good assortment of
rubber and felt boots; also damp
proof shoes and high cut boots. Call
early and get your correct size
ff0 IN SHOE CO
Sellers of Shoes and Satisfaction.
321 Broadway.
HOLIDAY RATES.
On account of Christmas and New
Year's hoiidays the Illinois Central
Railroad will sell reduced rate ticketsas follows:
To all points in Illinois, Indiana,Ohio, portions of West Virginia
Pennsylvania and Western New
York, Ontario and Michigan, one andone-third fare for the round-trip,
tickets to be sold December 23, aa,
25, 30 and 31 and January r, and
good returning until January 3.
To all points South of Ohio and
Potomac Rivers and East of Mis-
sissippi river, one and one-third fare
plus 25 cents, tickets to be sold De-
cember 22, 23, 24, 25, 30 and it and
January r, good to return until Janu-ary 4.
J. T. DCYN 0 VA N.
• Agent, Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFIELD.
T. A., Union Depot.
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telepleone 756.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old custom-
ers, promising them the quickest ser-





We have the latest in Kid
Gloves, elbow length, dressed, in
blacked and white, at $3.00
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
$5 BILL NO WORTH $2.56o.
Owner Will Ask Rhode Island to Re-
deem It at Compound Interest.
Ames, Iowa, Dec. to.—L. C. St.
John of this city has a curiosity in
his possession in a $5 bill which is
:as years old. He has just gained
posession of it, although it was left
to him by his mother, who died some
twelve years ago. The was given
her when a cikb by a relative.
It was issued under the act of July
2, 1770, by the state of. Rhode Island,
drawing 5 per cent. interest per an-
nom and signed by John Arnold.
Figuring compound interest it is now
worth $2,560.
It is the intention of Mr. St. •John
to communicate with authorities at
Washington and ascertain if the state
of Rhode Island will redeem the bill.
Woulds'a you like to give
some friend a pretty rug? We
hay a beauty at $3.40. If you
are thinking of giving some sub-
stantial gift why not consider a
carpet for instance Plenty of
time to make it before Christ-
mas
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Loads Hotel Orchestra. /
Carl Beck, formerly leader of the
orchestra at The -Kentucky, is now





Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery ndaad MonroeAnd. Household Goods. Both 'Phones it'
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler.
Campbell Block.
Oftfeek Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
/KO Vaults, Monuments and 0 eneral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Momunen-tal andBuilding purposes, as It BLEACHES ••VHITIC UPON EXPOS-URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, ifiog TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
 /Br 
titgil-1)00110q111LIN
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOWROOMS
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
Ed D. Hannan
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBING.Both Phones 201. 132 South F ourth St.. 325 Kentucky Avenue.
Che Buffet 40,
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. eray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the 'stable this served to order. Afine noonday lunch for 25 ctn...
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of PaclunAh, KentudqSr,
Capital and Surplus $11515,cocoo]
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. O. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to dio per yell go to aisa. You carry your owe
key and no one but yourself has access.
•
10.4.4.04.114+•4444444+++++.4++ 1,444+11.444444-.44444.444.44,4441
E E. COLILSON, 1
,U..Pt MBING...:,
F
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
44.44.44.444•4444.4.1.4-44.4.4444.414





















































County Officials Get Their "Christ-
mas" Money and Many Paupers
Their Usual Allowances.
PART OF DEBT ORDERED
PAID BY TREASURER.
Yesteeday die fiscal court held its
called session at the county court
house. The most important piece
of- bushier, transacted wars the eet-
tlement made with Sheriff Lee Pot-
-ter for the taxes due the couety
through that official. The statement
filed by the sheriff was quite volumin
ous, showing the amount of all cher
acter of assessments arid the funds
to which it wart apportioned.. The
document shows that the total
4es amount of city and county, property
on which county taxes were collect-
ed was valued at $12,277,85°, to
which reductions of $675,163 were
made on account of erroneous assess
ments, exonerations and other caus-
es tending to reduce the gross
amount. The report 'further mowed
that tie- sheriff has paid into the dif
firent funds the following sums for
the entire year: Funding account,
$40.609.40; county levy fund, $26,-e 6811.22o; road and bridge fund, jig,-
enemy; pauper fund, $5,8o1.34' The
sherifA paid over $33,5oo previous to
last week, while at the latter date,
which closed his collections, be paid
over $68.563.16.
The settlement of the fheriff show
cct that he had collected every cent
and turned A over to the proper au-
thorities fur the county. He is giv-
en until next April in which to col-
lect the poll taxes due for this year.
while untie that date he is given to
collect the tangible and francbise tax
from the Illinois Central railroad.
and the N. C & St. L. railroad.
He canine collect these railroad
amounts because the asseFements
placed upon the properties have not
yet been certified to him a by the state
beard of equalization;
Sheriff Potter has codected $45,-
406.63 for the state and turned over
ali of des to the Feankfort officials
with the exception of Segb, which he
will pay over wised he goes to
Frankfort next week to carry the





In making allowatrces yesterdaje
the lineal court set aside the follow-
ing dams, placed in the hands of dif-
ferent parties for the benefit of the
poor people needing help from the
public fend: Dennis Clumpy. foe A.
Carrigan, $t5; Kate Sivels for Emma
Simmons, $15; W. M. Baldry for
June Connie, a15:,Thrxnas Jones for
J. P. Gentry. $‘5; W. T. 'Byrd for
Mrs. Magee, $ao; John Thompson
for Mrs. Burns, et8; Ellen Camp-
bell foie idiot child, $111; M. B. Tapp
for Rufus Story, ;to; Mary B. Har-
per for child. Sic Mr. Lersher for
himself. $12. There allowances were
made every quarter.
'There was allowed the salarier of
all the county officials up to tete last
of this month, at which time a num
eb-r of them go out of office. This
included judge Lightfoot. County
Attorney Eugene Graires, County
Physician Pendley, Clerk Charles
Graham, of the fiscal court, Super-
intendent Samuel J. Billingtors,
the county schoote, and County Corn
inksioner Richani J. Barber.
Lawyer Edward H. Puryear was
allowed atoo for looking up the title
oi a piece of property belonging to
the rover. L. Ii. Iluabands claim
ed the property and the county
claimed it, and the title in the latter
was established by the lawyer get-
ting up the abstract, and for this he
was allowed the sum mentioned.
There wae reported paid over to
the county treasurer $8a by former
Superintendent of the County Public
Schools Marvin S. Ragedale.
Settlements, Etc.
,The county treasurer was ordered
to pay $5,000 to the First National
bank and take tip that ampoule% of tie!
$20o00 bonds Cara bank took from
the county several years ago when
• tile couety . government floated the
*tie in raising Money for road pitr-
poes. This first en,000 falls due
the firel of next month.
The county treasurer was author-
ized to borrow alrecoo en pay oR
the indebtednese catnied by the road
and bridge fund ben g ovetdrawn bythe authorities en pros-tetting their
county road, wok. The treasurer.
was also ordered to pay off the
notes made when money was bet-
Towed for the county levy fund.
Coroner Charlee Crow put in hisaccount for holding inquests and
burying pauper people in the county
cemetery. The bill was referred toJudge Lightfoot for him to verifyand to Viten pay same.
J. S. Young reported that he hadcollected ar3.a5 and paid it over tothe county treasurer.
Sheriff Potter reported that a(terhe made nut hie rrettlemeet reportand tiitore same over i tIlr rr,uritY
Arrive sr far 0111•01
Perfect Beer
THOROUGHLY filtered soft river water, thebest Barley-Malt, imported BohemianHops and Special Culture Yeast are the ingredi-
ents of
By lagering (ageing) not less than 4 months, everytrace of the injurious, unfermented constituents, foundin immature beer, is removed.
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louis, U. S. A.
 11111111,
Orders Promptly Filled by
B. C. Loeblein, Mgr. Anheuser-Busch Branch, Paducah. Ky.•••
cimmi3sioner, so it could be cIiec'-
ed peer for .yeatteda.y's riettlemeat,
he had collected $31,72 taxes from
the Southern Expsess company. He
was ordered to pay this over to the
county treasurer.
City Health Officer William
Graves was allowed Us for vaciriat-
nn prisoners taken the past year
from the local County- jail to peneten-
tiariee to serve eratences given them
for flifferent offenses. The state
law is that no pris42ner can ,he taken
to a penitentiary without first baVine
beet vaccinated. In this manner
there is prevented a smallpox epi-
demic .inside the pen. Just before
Sheriff Potter would leave for Eddy-
vine or Frankfort with prisoners he
would have the health officer go to
the county jail here and vaccinate
the unfortunates. The fiscel court
yesterday turned the bill down, but
afterwards reconsidered and allowed
same, it being made evident to them
that the vaccination and immeliate
deportation of the prisoners meant
a saving to the county fund, as it
would have coat adbitinnal to keep
them here in the county jail a cer-
tain length of time before being car-
ried away if they were not vaccinat-
ed.
Th: following allowances were
made out of the pauper fund: Rob-
ert Wilkins, $687; M. J. Michel-
son. $14.36; Lang Brothers, $77.8o,
Englert & Bryant. $42.75; J. W.
Pendley, Lao; while out of the court,
ty levy fund was allowed the follow-
in W. Ee Baiter, $7.ao; C. E.
Graham. •S453.30; Jailer L. L.
Jones, $466.3D; W. E. Baker, .$23.-
43; Sheriff Lee Potter. Sr to.eo; W.
E. Covington, $3.o5; Weille 'Sr Son,
$3-35.
Sheriff Lee. Pottei put in a claim
for $162.47 for conducting the pub-
lic safe of property where the own-
ers had not paid their taxes, but the
account was deferred.
The court did not finish yesterday
but will this morning.
Don't fail to look through our
art department for fancy pin
cushions and novelty Xmas gifts.
Pretty Pillow Tops
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
HAZING VICTIMS RECOVER.
---
Leaving Annapolis Hospital, They
Must Go Before Board and Testify.
Annapotis, Md., T)cc. tie—Midabiteman Kirnthenigh, the hazing of whom
has recently attracted much attention,
and Mid'shiprnan Cower, who was
paralyzed while in class a few daysago, are both ekpected to leave the
naval academy hospital tomorrow.
It is understood that both will short-
ly be called before the board of in-
vestigation now sitting.
A pair of plaid, all-wool Blan-
kets would be a pleasant gift,
wouldn't they? $3.40 to $5 oo.




it letter fd a- Cincinnati paper, denies
that he is a. candidate for congress,
and statnps the author of the report
as •a "designing person."
Dainty Xmas gift. Keiser
Neckeirear—Colbra or Turnover
A beautiful assortment
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
In the COlitc•e of a debate in the
senate yeeteiday Mr. Teller, dr COI
ora(10.: took occasion to express his
belief in the .honey of the late Sen
aeor Miteaell, of Oregon%
ANL
'Twenty Chinese rowviies were kill-
ed during an incipient riot in the
streets of Shanghai. Order finally
was restored by British sailors and
native police.
Four men charged with participa-
tion in the -attempt to assasminate
the sultan last July were sentenced
to deat hat Constantinople.
Gov. Beckham has sinned the war




SECOND YEAR IN BUSINESS IN
PADUCAH.




Gold Link Cuff Buttons






Solid Gold Crosses and
Chains
Sterling Silver Spoons
Sterling Silver Toilet Sets.
-Sterling Silver Novelties.
Finest line of Cut Glass
Sterling Silver Bon Bon Dishes
Solid Gold Spectacles and Eye
Glasses, properly fitted
J A KONETZKA, Optician.
21 years' experience. 3I B'vray.
Paducah, Ky
A large line of Eagle emblems in
stock.
—Our candies are fresh, pure and
A pair of Portiere would in-
deed make a nice gift. We have
some twenty pairs of mill sam-
ples to sell rather than return
them. New patents at about
one-third less than regular price.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
wholesome. Made every hour..
HAWKINS BROS., 417 B'way.
REMOVAL NOTICE
WE WISH TO INFORM THE
PUBLIC THAT WE HAVE
MOVED OUR PACTORY AND
SUPPLIES FROM OUR OLD
QUARTERS AT 403% BROAD-
WAY, TO 523 BROADWAY, IN
THE REGISTER BUILDING,WE ARE NOW PREPARED TO
FURNISH OUR CUSTOMERSWITH ANYTHING III THE RUB-BER STAMP LINE WE HAVEADDED TO OUR BUSINESS ACOMPLETE LINE OF OFFICESUPPLIES, AND wri„L APPRE-CIATE A SHARE OF YOUR PAT-RONAGE, AS WE ARE CONFI-DENT WE CAN PLEASE YOU,AND WILL WAIT ON YOU ATYOUR PLACE OF BUSINESSAND DELIVER TO ANY PARTOF THE CITY
WE ARE PREPARED TOMAKE YOUR RUBBER STAMPSON SHORT NOTICE.
PADUCAH STAMP
& STENCIL CO
INDIANA LID IS ON TIGHT
Governor's Orders Scare Police NearChicago Into Action.
Chicago, Dec. 19.—Following theaction of Governor Hanly in summar-ily removing the Hammond policecotromissieners an unprecedented ac-tivity on the"part of local officials wasapparent Sunday. 'Hammond, In-diana Harbor, East Chicago andWhiting were closed tight for thefirst time in their history. The pool-rooms at Whiting and Indiana Har-bor. where Chicago sporting men beton the races, were raided. Disorderlyhouses at East Chicago were closed.iln Hammond the lid was clamped*town and all slot mac'hines wer
Come in
and look around. We
are proud of our stock
of pianos and Hie to
show them. We can








SEE OUR LINE OF XMAS
GOODS WHICH WILL BE ON
DISPLAY AFTER THE 15TH,
THE BEST VALUE FOR THE
MONEY IN THE CITY AT
PRICES FROM 25C TO $25 oo
ALVEY & LIST,





The taste of a cigar is affected
by its condition as well as the
grade of tobaco in it. If it is
too dry, it has a hot, smarting,
tongue-Mtin gtaste. If it is too
moist, its taste is full of nico-
tine.
Our cigars are kept just right








Will practice in all courts of Ken
4".
taken out of the satoons. The West
Hammond saloons did a land office
business. Violaters or the cigarette
law will also be arrested.
--.0.1•••••••••••••••••21111•11Q-  41•••••••
Chief Cox of Hammond is carrying
out Ifanly's orders to the limit. The





THB GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HASEVER BEEN OFF'ERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPERA ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCHFOR THE firma. F.1.74 OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLORAL DEMONS THAT OTHERS ARA SELLING AT 6 CENTS ?ERROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY tY2c PER SINGLE ROLL,OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFULDESIGNS. ALSO NICE lrIANDSO&LE DESIGNS AT 5c, zoc, 15e, 20CAM D UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICESTO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CCRNIOI AND—EVERY CONSIEVas:ABLse COre.OR AIM LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALLCOMBS IN BURLAPS— . ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS "INJAPAIMBIBE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
N i ALL NEW :PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LIMBOF READINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPINGpAPERS. -ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES ANT)BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT ANDGIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
--eleerre-
Corner 3rcrez Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
30 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. K14
MAME, LEMUR & CO.
L. L. BEBOUT
•••
General In rance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
-0111424106 Broadway Phohas:Office 385—Residence 164.
a ,rromaarnommisirg
‘i ITS HIGH TIME"
For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank where
your money will be at worKfor you at compoundlin-










PADUCAH REAL VITA WESTERN KENTUCKY FARA).EASIMONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERNKENTUCKY REALESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LETFREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND Fait IT.















At Register Building, 523 Broaciway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
:OHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, shecretary.
Entered at the postoffice-Of
cab, Ky., as isecond-claiss rnail matter.
One Year 
Six Months  2.50
three Months  Las
One Week 
Anyone :ailing to receive this paw
regulraly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberiaziel 313.
Wednesday Morning, Dec. 20, 1905
The insurance investigation con-
tinues at New York without any ap-
parent prospects of the surprising de-
velopments ending. Though the com-
mittee has lately been giving. its
attention to the smaller companies
still there has been seen no change
in.the .irregutarities discovered except
in Size. The management of all the
companies having headtruarters in
New York particularly seem to have
fooled with the same tarred stick and
got their hands so smeared that noth-
ing could slip through them. Every
investigation therefore has resulted
to an extent just as did its preckces-'
sor, and the deeper the- boring the
greater the rascalities ascertained.
One fact of interest 'which makes
more startling the conditions of the
companies than the public has seemed
to think is the fact that many of the
companies have been covering their
weak financial condition by placing
false valuations on realty possessions,
not being able to do this with their
bonds, stofirs and other like holdings.
In dealing in such possessions -f
real efeate and houses the companies
viler ve found a way to covt-r
s allowed them to escape ex-
years, but in this instance
,4. thousands of others "murder
finally came out" in a way least ex-
pected. The efforts to discover the
tFal value of the property of theatnitable Life 'Assurance society, .In-
augurated by the trustees themselves,
"tyres the incident which gave the in-
surance investigating committee a
but to much rascality and many sur-
prises. A law to compel the insurance
companies to place their surpluses
only in such bonds and stock* as are
negotiable at all times may be one
of the recommendations of the in-
vestigating coronrittee in its report
to the approaching session of the
New York general assembly.
So-called "clot*. are robbing St
Louis of scitnething like. $135,000 a
sear in the way of revenue for license.
Under the laws of Missouri "clubs"
are permitted to sell whiskey to miens.
hers without license and without any
regard to days or hours. Many sa-
loons have discovered this fact and
have been closing as saloons and
opening as "clubs', hence the lass of
revenue and the infrinment • of the
Sunday laws pirtecalasly. A fight in
opposition to the 607C,a TN "clubs" is
the talla and if the laws under test
will not reach the managers then
other attempts will be made to do
so. Under an allegation the sale of
liquor by such organizations is il-
legal in intent if not purpose the
grand jury of tte county is to in-
vestigate the "riots" at once. It is
a pretty safe assettion to say that the
"clubs" of St. Lcruits have only a short
tenure of life, as the conditions have
become known ter Gov. Folk and he
proposes to righirtEent forthwith.
The Una industry of vhe South,
particularly to Alabama is worthy ofe
a cousideration second to the product
of cotton. A commercial report from
Birmingham declares that the year
now closing will round out with the
beat showing ever made in Alabama
industries since coal, iron and steel
Care been factors. /The pig-iron
foundries have akezerly sold all they
can make during the first three
months of the new year. The makers
of iron pipe in the. BirtOinstham dis-
trist have °erters. that will call for
many thousand tons of pig iron, and
the steel makers haverall they' can do.
Steel rods, wire, nails, staples, woven
wire and things of that sort are
among their fiaisited;a,products. Not
only in the South, but in Mexico,
Cuba, Porto Rico and Central Ameri-
ca they find profitable anarkett At
this rate, Birmingham will
taking 'Pittsburg before men now
young grow old.
The St. Louis Republic mentions
this important ft and makes an
encouraging prediition:
"The long-distance transmission of
electricity from, Louisiana, the metro-
polis of the Missouri county of Pike,
to light the streets of Bowling Green,
twelve miles away; marks the begint
fling of a period in which electric feed
wires will network the country as
thickly as rural post routes."
"A woman is 'tin!), a woman !nit
the average man is a jokg," says
Mary Mac in the Dulaitb N•ews. If
Miss Mary will conAiftei •Kentticky
she can find some men who are ser-
ious propositions in some regards at
least. In this state there are men
from signs seen about the houses.
Is Tom Lawson going to get it in,
the neck or not from the Standard
Oil company. He has many old
friends in this neck of the woods Ilso
are "pulling" for his success in his
latest "mill."
The supreme court of the United
States Monday de-ciao:3So bear arg-
ument on the questions involived in
the Caleb Powers case on January
ts.
Wilhelm & Ferriman, 311 Broad-
way. A full line of Xmas Pipes and
Cigars.
A nice Silk Waist makes a
most acceptable Xmas present
asd our line offers quite, a choice
in price and patterns
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
—Our candies are fresh, pure and
wholesome. Made every hour..
HAWKINS BROS., etr irway.
BOAT LIBELED
H FILLIETT CLAIMS THEY
OWE HIM FOR SERVICES
PERFORMED
W. hi &niitn, of Little Cypress,
Filed Petition in Bankruptcy
—Schwab Stock Sold.
Duty Uniard Skates Marsha;
George Sounders, of Mayfield, ar-
rived here yesterday morning and
served on the steamboat Three Stars
lying in the local harbor, papers
showing that H. Edelen had sued
the craft owners for $p he claims
due him for services , performed on
the boat. The suit is* set for trial
this morning at to o'clock in the
court of United States Conunission-
er W. Armour Gardner.
Sunday was the day set ior the
new United States Marshal George
Long, of Lietchfield, Ky., to suc-
ceed Marshal A. D. James for this
state, but it seems that the commis-
sion of Long from the president of
the United Stales has not yet ar-
rived. as the telegram directing Do
uty Saunders to serve the steamboat
parkes, came from Marshal James at
Louisville. Marshal Long is ex-
pected to take charge now any day,
and he will retain Major Saunders as
his deputy for ,this portion of the
state.
Bankrupt's Petition.
Wm. N. Smith, a merchant of
Little Cypress, yesterday filed a pe-
tition in bankruptcy giving $i.298
liabilities and several hundred dol-lars assets. The local creditors are
Covington Brothers & Company,Poo; and Weeks Brothers & Com-
pany. $41. There are several
smaller ones here.
Schwab Stock Sold.
In the'bankrupt court yesterdayTrustee Boyd, of the Moses Schwab
bankruptcy case, sold the stock of
dry goods and clothing of Schwab,it being bought in by L. Rubel, of
the S. Fe% dry goods 'house, for SL-
OW. Just as soon as the lawyers
finish arguing before Referee Bagby
the latter will decide whether or not
Schwab 'has properly accounted for
the $10,000 the trustee claims he has
not.
When debating what to give,
look over our Xmas suggestions
You will surely find something
you want.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Hardin Wedding.
Word from Hardin, Marshall coun
ty. yesterday was that Miss Josie
Utley and 1*. Walter MeNebb, and
Miss Kooper Starks* and Mr. Cratus
Edwards, all eloped to Jackson,
Tenn., Sunday and were there tmited
in marriage by Rev. Stumpf, of the
Baptist Highland church. The cou-
ples returned home Monday. All
belong to well" known families of
that city, and have nenserotts Padu-
cah friends Miss Utley is the
gddyvilk,
be over-
Make Your Jewelry Selections at
WARREN WARREN'S
\ New Store, 403 1316adway. 'Open 'Evenings.
OS
Our Holiday stock this year is the largest and most completewe have ever carried, and we assure you that the quality is notsurpassed in Paducah. ,Low price is an attraction at our store.Every article is guaranteed to be the best on the market. Re-member the place, one door from 4th and Broadway.
WARREN & WARREN - - ARMS
MORE COURT
ATTORNEYS OF CITY HOLD
IMPORTANT MEETING
FRIDAY.
The Idea of Judge Reed Is to Pro-
cure Three More Weeks for
Court in Paducah.
The lawyers of this city will Fri-
day evening at the general assembly
chinsber at the city hall hold a most
important gathering for the purpose.
of taking some action regarding
changing tele periods of , time for
bolding circuit court here in Padu-
cah and at Benton, the counties of
McCreirken and Marshall comprising
this judicial district. The lawyers
will decide what they want done in
the premises, and them as the state
legislature when it convenes at
Frankfort next month, to attoot iirto
legal form the ideas of the Paducah
arseensys.
At present Judge Reed holds an
eight weeks' term of civil court here
starting the first Monday in January
He then tom out to Benton for four
weeks, distiog which time he con-
ducts civil and criminal' matters
ing March. Then the fir*
in April he has three weeks of. cries-
inal court here, and this is foilovred
with six weeks of civil court here.
He then goes out to ,Benton for
three weeks civilscrimipal court. The
first Monday in Septernbee -141h..fe
comes here three more weeks of
criminal court, foHowd by three
weeks of civil and criminal business
at Benton. The third Monday of
October six more weeks of civil busi
tress is entered into here at the
court 'house and this is followed im-
mediately by three weeks of crim-
inal court here.
Thus it will he shown ilia the
judge has on* four weeks' term, and
two three week,' terms out at Ben-
ton. There is never much doing out
there and he• 
believes that the four 
weeks three times during the twelve
three, and the three weeks' terms, re
duced to two weeks each, all for Ben
ton. This would take Aiff three
weeks from Renton, and Tie . wants
one of these weeks attached to the
three crimirsal sessions 'held her dur-
ing the year. That would make
four weeks of criminal business
thrice each year, itestea::: of three
weeks three times during the twlve
months. Out at Bentoo he is never
busy more that ten days at the out-
side, disposing of the business out
there on accrunt of it being so light,
whik in 'numerous instances he be,
finished in about four days.
His idea is to put ore to every
criminal term here one of the weeks
taken off the Benton sessions. He
wants its arranad so) that the time
convening of the criminal terms
here be advanced one week, this ex-
Ara week taken. from. Bentcm put on
bete, and then let the first week of
criminal court here be devoted to di'
posing of whatever civil matters
come before him. For that week
he can then also empanel the crim-
inal grand jury and let that.. body
insestigate cases before it, and bring
in many indictments, so the petit
jury will have a large number of
eases to start on when it is conven-
es the following Monday for the re-
maining three wteks of the term
which. would be Converted into four
weeks by tacking on the other week
deducted from Benton. At present
now here the grand jury is empanel-
ed the kint day of criminal court
and petit jury the second day, attd
at it takes the grand jury some
times a week before they begin re-
turning indictment S, the petit jury,
when there are only a few cases' be-
fore it, goes ahead and tries them
and disposes of the bunch before
the grand jury begins turning In in-
dictments. In this manner the petit
niece of es-seestos Newt. /Joey, of itint is held hack waiting for the
• - ).
grated jury to bring in bills 29 the
petit jury can try the Charges and
tinish with them.
By this new mode of proceedure
the judge can have three more
weeks each year for the grand jury,
and then while that body is work-
ing up indictments, utilize the re-
spective advance weeks to civil liti-
gation and in this manner help
tring, all arcemd. 
The judge bas talked this matter
over to every attorney practicing at 
the local bar and they are heartily
in favor of same, because many have
to stand by and watch their import-
ant lawsuits go over from term to YOU HAVE JUST ONE MORE WEEK IN WHICH TO DOterm because there is not time sum- YOUR HOLIDAY SHOPPING. LET US SUGGEST THAT YOUteam to try al! of them is the expe-
ditious .nitinner the judge desires.
'Phis idea of the judge is only an-
other of bis numerous suggestions
that looks towards dispatching cases
with rapidity, and the lawyers are
str.ingly in favor of the state legis-
lature altering things so as to con-
form to this progressive idea of ha
honor, who believes in working in
conjunction with the lawyers to ex-
pi dite their busineos os much as
ssible
It is more than probable that the
ttorneys will select a committee to
draw up a big that will be preeented
to the legislature embodying these
suggestions and urging enactment
of same.
, The lawyers at Benton could not
sibly pet1 in any oppositioa to
is 'becausetheir cases ere disposed
9( long before there expires the
court term* alotted them. therefore




Idore pretty Comforts to select
from than you ever saw before.
Just look through our stock
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
SEIZE WITTE
ig Christmas Offerings
CALL AT THE RACKET STORE (IF YOU HAVE NOT YETDONE SO), AND INSPECT SOME OF THE SPLENDID THINGS WE HAVE FOR GIFTS—GIFTS THAT ARE USEFUL AS WELLAS ORNAMENTAL.
High Grade China.
BY A MOPE STREAK OF LUCK WE RAN ACROSS A SWELLLOT OF HIGHLY DECORATED CHINA—THEM ARE SMALLPIECES, SUCH AS SALAD DISHES, BOWLS, PLATES, CREAMPITCHERS, CRACKER BOWLS AND MANY OTHER DISHES TOONUMEROUS TO MENTION. THERE ARE NO TWO PIECESALIKE AND YOU BUY THEM AT LESS THAN WHOLESALEPRICES. THIS IS THE SAME WARE THAT YOU SEE IN THESWELLEST CHINA STORES IN THE COUNTRY; JUST FOR IN-STANCE WE WILL SELL YOU YOU A HAND-PAINTED BOWLOR DISH, AT $z as THAT YOU WOULD PAY THREE OR FOURDOLLARS FOR ORDINARILY.
THIS IS A RARE OPPORTUNITY AND THE VERY THINGSFOR XMAS GIFTS.
Colgate's Toilet Preparations
WHEN YOU GIVE A PRESENT TO ANYONE YOU WANTTO BE SURS IT IS OF THE' BEST. WHEN YOU GET ANYARTICLE wroi COLGATES' NAME ON IT YOU CAN REST AS-SURED THAT, IT IS THE HIGHEST STANDARD. SOAPS. TOI-LET WATERS AND THEIR OTHER PREPARATIONS ALL MAKEACCEPTABLE PRESENTS
COLGATE'S TOILET WATE1R.S.
25C SIZE AT 23c: soc SIZE AT 39c; 75c SIZE AT soc; $t c;c• SIZE.AT 75.c. THIS COMES IN VIOLET, CASHMERE BOUQUET ANDOTHER ODORS. WE SHOW A LINE OF COLGATES' NICELYBOXED GOODS AT ac.
CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP---SMALL SIZE tsc CAKE,
o
AND ALSO TO CAPTURE AN LARGE SIZE 24e CAKE
IENORMOUS SHIPMENT OF
GOLD
Timely Warning of Plot Followed
by Arrest of President of the
Workingmen's Council.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 19.—It ap-
pears that dhe deputies of dile
Workmen's Council, which is actual-
ly a revolutionary cabinet, lately
planned to arrest Count Witte, and
capture a railway train that was to
have carrie‘ abroad the czar's va:u
aisles and three litinerM million ru-
bles ($153,000,000) iii gold, hat the
authorities rectived timely warnink
f the plot. Thereupon Count 1Viite
caused the 'arrest of 'his revolution-
ary rival, It. Krustaleft, president
of the Workmen's Council, and ?cost
poned the gold shipment.
Then the revoiutionists issued
their manifesto, instructing the peo-
ple to refuse paper money and de-
mand ild, tit hus reducing the money
in eirc %trot) and obliging Witte to
keep t e gold at home. They also
prepared another manifesito declar-
ing that the army and navy service
oatIst to the czar were void, hecautc
the manifesto of October 30 aboI
ished the autocracy and established
a constitution giving to the people
legislative and executive power and
necessitating the convocation of a
constituent assembly. Hence, the
manifesto declared, the czar and
Count Witte tvere usurpers.
Last Saturday the members of Inc
council assembled to sign/ this man-
ifesto and decide on further action.
Cossacks and gendarmes surrounded
the building an dimprisoned th!
c mit and sleveral other labor lead-
Simultaneously the editors and
affs of the liberal papers were ar-
rested and these publication, were
suspended. This produced a panic
and the conetitutional monarchists
immediately joined the revolation-. .
tO - t I i kantly.
Umbrellas.
UMBRELLAS ALWAYS MAKE EXCELLENT GIFTS FOR LA-DIES, MEN AND CHILDREN WE ARE SHOWING A BIG LINEOF ALL, MEN'S UMBRELLAS AT $1.00, St so AND UP, WIRE-LESS UMBRELLAS AT Si.304 LADIES' COLORED UMBRELLAS.CT'.$1 48 AND UP: CHILDREN'S SCHOOL UMBRELLAS AT soc,•jsc AND Ofk; CHILDREN'S BLUE UMBRELLAS AT $i so
WE HAVE MANY OTHER THINGS THAT WILL MARESWELL PRESENTS—SUCH AS LADIES' FANCY COLLARS, SHOP-PING BAGS, OPERA BAGS, HANDKERCHEIFS, RURS FOR LA-DIES AND CHILDREN, FANCY WORK, LAUNDRY BAGS. COMBAND BRUSH SETS, SILK HOSIERY IN BLACK, CREAM ANDPINK, FINE LACE HOSIERY, KID GLOVES, FUR SETS ANDHANDKERCHEIFS FOR THE CHILDREN, SUSPENDERS, NECKT:E3, MUFFLERS, COLLARS HANDKERCHEIFS, SILK AND LIN-E": :AILITARY BRUSHES, SHIRTS AND MANY OTHER THINGSFOR THE MEN.
GILT PICTURE FRAMES AT 48c AND 69c EACH.
GILT CANDLE STICK HOLDERS 39c, 48c, 98e AND S2.25 EACH,
Table Linens.
ARE ALWAYS RECEIVED WITH MUCH PLEASURE. WE ARE,SHOWING SOME FINE VALUES IN MERCERIZED DAMASKWITH NAPKINS TO MATCH, AND LINEN WITH NAPKINS TOMATCH. READY-MADE CLOTHS IN WHITE, HEMSTITCHEDeAND PLAIN.
PURMIHOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY.
Something useful as well as
handsome, one of bur $8.50
Eiderdown Comforts
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO
Special Imported Table Linen
sets for Xmas
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Why not a nice pair of Sfik
Hose for Xmas—a pure silk at
a pair.
• RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Nothing nicer ,than a ptetty
Ptil" for X inas--$i oo to $3o oo.






































































































































argest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
 Paducalis Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers 
The Paducah Furniture faFturing Co,BOTHPH 
SALES m STREET. 
LAST SUIT DAY
FRIDAY IS FINAL DAY FOR
FILING NEXT TERM
4 SUITS.
The Ev-aneville Pressed Brick Com-
pany Filed Suit Against Thomas
Bridges' & Son.
-11
O. A large number of suits-
filed in the circuit court•be o Sow
and neat Friday, as the latter day is
the last date .witarisatottele
instituted civil litigation._ shat.... will
come up for trial at the January term
of court, which convenes the first
Monday of that month. Ten days be-
fore the convening of each civil term
is the tut day on wlikh actions *can
be instituted for trial thst term, and
this time limit is given in order the
circuit clerk will ha* plenty of time
in which to enter the suits up on the
docket, issue the sumerions and at-
tend to all the other prelitninacies
preparatory to trial. •
Mony important actions come up at
the next term of court and Judge
Reed will he kept busy throughout
the T r
Suit On Brick. .
Yesterday in the circuit court there
was filed by the Evanerilie Pressed
Brick company against Thomas
Bridges Son, Ow $10,855.80 and in-
terest claimed due the plaintiff for
brick furnished the defendant for re-
construction of Third street from
Kentucky avenue to Broad, and then
the latter throughiare frometnThird
over to Fourth.
In hie petition the plaintiff states
that they were awarded the contract
to 'ripply thematerial for the improve-
ment, and that there was shipped here
altogether from their brick 'kilns in
Evansville, 1,329,7so brick at 1113-85
per thousand. The brick company
hied a contract with Bridges whereby
the latter 'am to pay the loth of one
intone* for all the briCk received the
preceding ..month. ..Altogether
Bridges paid all except the amount
specified, and the Evansville people
claim he will not settle for that
amount, therefore suit for same.
For Raalty Deal.
S. T Randle filed etiit in the cir-
cuit court yesterday agaiRet Annie
Ewell Russell for $100 claimed due
him for negotiating a deal for sale of
tt6 acres of land defendant owns out
In the county. Randle says at he
contracted with defendant_ ,wbeireby
he agreed for $too to find her a put-
chaser by the first of next month for
her land at $25 per acre. The second
of this month Randle closed a deal
with R. Bradford whereby he agreed
to take the property at the sum
specified for each aerie but when it
Came to making a deed for the real
estate Mrs. Russell reftived to do so.
Now Randle claitrar that he carried'
out his part of the contract and ttlat
she owes him Poo, as he closed mat-
ters, and Was not responsible for her
refusal to transfer.
Nothing in It. •
Colonel John K. Iliendrick has re-
turned from Smithlar0 where he has
been the past ten days attending cir-
cuit court. He said that he did not
think anything would come of the
claim of some stranger named Dicke,
of Denver, Coln., who purports to
have a will in which he is left every-
thing by the late Attornby Charles
Watts. who died surkierity at Denver
e` several week!, ago while sojourning
out there for his health. Dicke has
never shown up at Snithland, while
the lawyers looking after the Watts
matters at Denver write that Dicke
has not produced the writing to es-
tablish his claim. M. Watts estate
is worth about $30,000.
Household Goods.
The Paducah Furniture companv
hat filed suit in the circuit court
against R. E. DeBoe for Sas° claimed
doe for household goods sold hint'.
Plumbing Account.
In the circuit court there was filed
a suit by Leib company against Gil,
more brothers and Nannit and VY!il-
liam E. Cochran, 'for a balance of
$243 eo claimed on 'recount or plumb-
ing material plaintiffs furnished Gil.
more brothers. The total amonnt of
the account was $533.5, but the Gil..-
.more brothers paid at+ except/144sX
sad they make W. E. Cochran a
Nairmie Cochran parties to the litiga-
time because the two latter owe Gil-
more 'brothers srmit 'Money for in-
stalling the plembing material in their
budditop at Ninth and Monroe street*.
Stowing Up kit.-
Hon flot Corbieir Is now *awing
. -
up the suit for Jesse B. Muss who is
contesting the will of his late father,
Major Thomas E. Mlose, who die .
several months age in the Philipgiue
islands: and who disinherited the sort
here. The doctuoent will be lodgod
in the circuit e&irt be#ore, the d*
of this keels.
Magisterial Court.
Justice Richard J. Barber Monday
convened his monthly term of magis-
terial court, but adjourned same over
until tomorrow, as yesterday and to-
day be was busy with the fiscal court
of which he is a member. and which
text; "cid a special session to make
settlement with the sheriff for taxes
due the county, and dispow of other
bushiest Mat tuts to be "Mond up
before -chew of the year, He has a
nimibee of actions on his docket and
will tey and diepose of as many as
possible because be goes otk of office
the first of the year and is succeeded
by C.harks Emery justice of the peace
from that magisterial district.
FACE DEATH
SOME WORKMEN BURIED IN
TUNNEL UNDER EAST
RIVER.
Entombed for Over Thirty Hours-
Starvation, Suffocation or Drown-
ing Possible.
New York, Dec. 19.-Two men
berried forty feet deep in qtweak
facing death in three differEnt locate
-by starvation, suffocation or draws-
ing-and about aoo of their comrades
a few feeb above them digging against
time to save then' lives was the situ-
ation today at the Pennsylvania
Railroad tunnel in Long Island City.
For more than thirty hours these
two workmen have been entombed in
this tunnel by the cave-in of its
month, and it is no means certain
that there are only two men buried.
The police of Long Island City say
there. are six.
The tunnel is being built under the
East River to Manhattan Island, but
the entombed men are not under the
river bed. They are sealed mein, tit
approach to Long Island City mid it
is reported that the water from the
river which now tills the part of the
tunnel directly under the river bed
is kept back from them by the force
of the compressed air ' continue'
pumped into their 'chamber.
On a Lodge.
The workers assert that the water
must have flowed into the part of the
tunnel where their comrades are
buried and that they have saved
themselves from its rise by climbing
upon a ledge of rocks near the roof
of the tunnel.
The .rescuers are sinking a forty-
foot-deep shaft straight toward the
roof of the tunnel as near is possi-
ble to the place where the workmen
are supposed to be. If the shaft is
not very close to the men there is
danger when it last pierces the
cement roof that all the work wile
have been in vain; that the com-
pressed air which wll be released, will
allow the /roster to engulf the men
before their comrades can take them
out.
Through, Concrete.
-The life shaft was thirty feet deep
today, but still there was about ten
feet of solid concrete forming the
roof of the tunnel to be pierced. This
was the work of several hours, in-
volving the use of dynamite to ex.
pedite it if at any throe the signals
of the buried men become faint, and
indicate that something had gone
wrong in their tunnel chamber.
They signalled incessantly by rap.
ping on the iron pipes through which
air is being pumped to then/. Among
the watchers of the chimers from the
mouth of the life shaft last night was
Mrs. Frank Cale, the wife of one of
the mete believed to be in tke toga
Today 1011,:e` was joined by lite four
children to watch the final piercin
of the tunnel. 'What will be done at
the moment when the tunnel roof is
opened has caused the workers much
worry.
It has been planned to have divers
ready to enter the hole if the water
rises too high, and at least to be
prepared to drop a boat through the
opening in case the nien are not near
'enough to be reached•by any other
means.
A pair of our long Kid
Gloves would make a most ̀tic-
ceptable gift
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
--
Pretty, nice gift for Christmas
is an Eiderdown Caniort.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
_CHIMING Balt
MISS WILLIE PACE AND MR
PAUL JOHNSON SOON TO
MARRY.
Quartette From Hardin Eloped to
Jackson, Tenn., Sunday and
Were Married.
Invitations have bee* issued an-
nouncing that January loth Miss
Willie Pace and Mr. Paul Johnson
will be united- in marriage at . the
'Reed chapel, four miles from this
city, on ti k Benton road.
Both are popular young people of
that viicinilly, the bride bding the
pretty and cultured daughter of Mr.
J. H. Pace, who conducts the big
mercantile establiehment of that vi-
cinity, -while the groom is' a pros-
perous and energetic young man.
- Marry at Smithland.
Next Sunday night Miss Nannie
Harris and Mr. Harvey F. Craw-
ford will be united in marriage at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Conner, of near Smithland. The cpu
plc then'come here to reside, the
groom being connected with the El-
ha & Williams barber shop on Broad
way here.
K. K. IC. Banquet
Tonight at Mayfield the annual
banquet of tile K. K. K. club will
be given, and Judge W. M. Reed,
of this city, is on the program, his
tout being "When We Were Boys."
In buying a Purse for Xmas
you want something new and
• nobby; me our line
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
A pretty line of Gauze Fans
for you to select from
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
-Exclusive agents, Ishkoodale Ky.,
coal. clippings for kindling, five cents




CHARGED WITH BEING IN
THAT CLAM''-
,
She Entered the Grocery of John
Sean in Mechanicsburg and Is
Accused of Theft
Lizzie Hubbard, colored, /was ar-
rested last night by Constable Shel-
ton, .of Mechanicsburg,-and her case
will be turned direct oyes. to tire
colt court. When the grand jury i5
grand jury this morning at the cif-
in session a prisoner does not have
to go ahrough an examining trial,
but the jury can take tip the charge
immediately. That against this wo-
man is theft.
Last night about 8 o'clock John
Sears, the grocer of Meyer and Mill
street, claim. the ,woman came into
his establishment, and pretending
bat she wanted 0 make a purchase,
deceived the grocer into turning his
back. He claims that the Hubbard
woman then made a grab for the
loose change lying in hie cash draw
er, and procuring a handful, darted
out of the door. Someone in there
picked up a gun and took a shot at
her as she was going up the ;tree,
but she proved fleet-fooled and got
away. . 
' i
Constable Shelton was tiotitied'and
he found 'the female over in "Ca-
naan.," which is the locality in the
otrth end of Mechanicsburg inhab-
ited by derkies„ from among which
number numerous arrests are made
every month. The constable did
not lock the woman up last night,
but has her under guard, while this:,
morning she will be *iced in tho
county jail if she does execute
bond, and there 'held nntit he grand
jury disposes of the war ant.
Grocer Sear e last night stated that
he did not know what amount the
woman procured from the cash
draiver.
For Xmas Cigars and Pipes go to
Wilhelm & Ferriman, stt Broadway.
A special value and selection
of back and side Combs is now
offered to you for your Xmas
selections
RUDV, PHILLIPS & CO.
COLD DAYS AND BAD WEATHER CALL FOR THOUGHTS OF
I • 5 . SHOES
OLD IACX FROST WILL BE GETTING IN HIS WORK IN A FEW DAYS ̂ "PROMISES TO BE ONE OF LONG DURATION, THEREFORE IT BEHOOVES YOU TO SEETHAT YOUR FEET ARE WARMLY SHIM, YOUR SHOES WATER AND COLD PROOF, IFYOU WOULD AVOID ILLNESS
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, AND THE BABIES, WE HAVE THE BEST LINESOF SHOES THE MARKETS AFFORD.
FOR MEN, THE FLORSHEIM, THE FAMOUS W. L. DOUGLASS, THE EDWIN CLAP?AND SEVERAL OTHER VERY EXCELLENT MAKES
FOR WOMEN. WE HAVE THE BEST LINES OF $2 oo, $3.00 AND $3.50 SHOES THOSEPRICES WILL BUY. •
FOR CHILDREN, WE HAVE THE SHOES THAT STAND THE ROUGH USAGE CHILDRENPUT THEM TO AT PRICES TO SUIT.
AND FOR THE BABIES WE HAVE OUR PRIDE LINES. I
• Lendler & Lydon






and a superior company in a majes-




New fire proof scenic equipment.
Novel electrical effects.
Rich and correct costuming
Startling battle tableaux and every
lAehrantage.
Prices: 25. 35, so, 75 and $1 00








7th ika so: Sot. phone :•31
ASK TO SEE THE LARGE
DOLLS TO BE GIVEN AWAY
XMAS DAY.
Fine lettuce for sale; tende-, crisp
Porteous Bros.
and cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse,
-0,how good. Candies at Haw-
kins Bros., 417 Broadway. Factory
Seventh and Tennessee.
THE RIVERS
This afternoon at 5 o'clock there
gets away for the Tennessee river
the steamer Tennessee. She remains
up that stream until next Monday
night
The steamer Kentucky will come
oat of the Tennessee river late to-
morrow night and lay here until-Satur-
day afternoon before skipping away
on -her reurn trip.
The Dick Fowler will leave this
morning for Cairo and come back to-
night about ii o'clock.
The Joe Fohler comes in today
from Evansville and leaves immed-
iately on her return.
The jInfin S. Hopkins went to
Evansville ye day and comes back
again tomorrow.
The Bob Dudley gets to liashvilk
tomorrow night and leaves there
Saturday en ronce back this way.




route back this way for Cincinati,
Offers the ,following Christmas Sug-
gestions:
FOR THE LADIES.
Solitary Diamond Rings  • $s.00
Diamond Brooches .... •• •  5.00
Diamond Cluster Ring •   7 . 50
'Gold Brooches  3.00
Watches   5.00
Set Rings  1.00
Neck Chains    r.00
Bracelets  1.50




Silver Toilet Sets   5.00
Back Combs    • 75Brushes, all kinds  SoToilet Sets   I.00
Cut Glass Bowls   3.00
Cut Glass Tumblers, per set of six  2.00
Italian Terra Cotta Vases .. 6o
Hand-painted China Plates  1.00
























FOR THE LITTLE ONES.
Salver Mugs 
Brush and Comb Sets 
Sterling Spoons 
























































































































"If You] Buy it at Wanner's Its Good."
J. 1. Wanner, Jeweler.
PHONE 772A 429 BROADWAY
rIrrr,rrIz 
prXrzzrrnz.zrflxxIrfllzfl 
For Books and Christmas Gifts
GO TO
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMT.
WE ARE TOO BUSY TO GIVE OUR PRICES IN DETAIL, BUT
WE ARE NOT TOO BUSY TO SHOW YO UTHE LOWEST PRICES
EVER MADE ON DESIRABLE HOLIDAY GOODS. SUCH AS
DOLLS, FINE CHINA WARE, COMB AND BRUSH STES, BOOKS
AND BIBLES, BEAUTIFUL PICTURES, .LAMPS, MILITARY
BRUSHES, SMOKERS' SETS, ETC., ETC.





LEAD PENCIL IN FATHER'S
POCKET ENTERED CHILD'S
LEG.
Dressing Yesterday Removed From
Foot of Louis Feeny-Mrs. Stuart
Taken to Hospital.
Yesterday at noon a very peculiar
accident occurred at the residence of
Mr. Arch Purdie of 5323 Jefferson
street, at which time his little eight
insonths old child was painfully in-
jtned.
Mir. Purdie works at the Covington
brothers wholesale grocery establish-
ment and yesterday at noon when
be went home he picked up his child
which was lying in its mothers lap.
He had a sharp-pointed pencil stick-
ing out of the upper vest pocket, and
in pressing the, little one to his
breast, its kg lodged on the sharp
pencil which penetrated the fleshy
part of the calf for folio- three quar-
ters of an inch. The pencil point
broke off in the flesh and; the wound
made was exceedingly painful. Dr.
Bass had to pull the broken end
Out of the kg with his nippers.
Dressing Taken Off.
Yesterday morning the dressing
was taken from the foot of Fireman
Louis Feeny, at the Illinois Centro:
railroad hospital, and Chief S. ;
Murrell found that she wounC hso
healed without any puss. Ti'- rt-
man's foot was mashed many- months
ago and the surgeon here took th.
middle toe off by amputation. He
will be able to return next week OS
his 'home in Chicago.
King Up Again,
Conductor Thomas King is up
the Riverside hospital, and may prob-
ably be well enough to come out by
Christmas. For a while it looked as
if Its would be confined until after
New Year.
Moved to Hospital
Mrs. Kate Stuart, the kindergarten
teacher, who has been suffering from
nervous prostration, was yesterday
moved to a ward in Riverside hos-
pital for .treatment. She is some-
what improved and it is beieved will
be abbe to resume her school. by th
first of next year.
dif
Illeffalo, N. Y., Dec. to.-.Assembly-
.1 Qom Robert Lincoln Cox, one of the
• -ossnembers of the legislative inlet:trance
investigating committee, tonight in an
interview declared that the committee
in its recommendations to the legisla-
ture should suggest a simple and uni-
'form policy for all companies doing
business in the state and that the in-
vestments of the companies should be
restricted so that there can be no
use of funds for the profit of any in-
dividual officer; or stockholder.
•Mr. Cox further said it was his
opinion that the companies should be
compelled by law to make, dividens
annually or every five years, so as to
prevent the acComelation of vast sur-
pluses and that the amount of pee-
smitnns, as well; as the salaries of
officers, should be fixed by a state
law.
Mr. Cox. also expressed the opinion
that the law demanding the consent
of the attorney general. before suit
can be brought against the insurance
companies should be amended 90 as
to make the aHorney general's con-
sent unnecessary
A pretty Dress wo be






INSU RAN GRAFT TO GO.
Legislative Committee
ould Restrict investments.
Pure gilk Hose - something
always waned by a woman. Our
line at Sr oo or oo cannot be
equalled any place
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
ROBS BISHOP IN CHURCH.
Gold Cross Slipped From Yestnients
by Thief DurMg Services.
Ri•firilo. N. Y., Dc.c. :0 -A gold
cross set 1‘ith rubies and suspended
en a geld chain was cut from the
tvestments of Rev. Charles H. Colton,
bishop of the Roman Catholic (kis-
cese of Buffa'ts, while be .was attends
big the dedication of td. Nicholas.
Creek Catholic churoh today.
The cross, which wits vakied at
noire than Sotto°. hung ohmic the
bishop's neck over all his robes.
While in a crush it disappeared. Police
were summoned quietly and, while no
one was search, everyone spa close-
acrtitinired leaving the church.
he bishop has offered a reward for
theteeturn of the cross.
•r °\
A pair of our $5 oo all wool
Blankets in blue, red and pink
for Christmas
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
/Ills, Aloise Kimball, formerly csf
Hopkins county, Ky., committed sni
cide at Evansville, ,• with car-
bolic ;ar id .
— —
The Charles A. '<mottles- Mane-
facturing company, of Solith Bend.









OFFICERS FOR THE ENSUING
TWELVE .LONTHS CHOSEN
LAST NIGHT.
Paducah Will Help the South Caro-
lina Projec' for Erection of a
Pine Monument.
Last evening the James T. Wal-
bert camp of Confederate veterans
'held its regular monthly session and
also their annual ;election of officers.
The election of officers resulted as
follows: James Koger, commander;
Richard J. Bather. first lieutenant;
Joseph E. Pottsr, second .lieutenant;
T. B. Fauntleroy, third lieutenant;
R. NI. Miles, f orth lieutenant; Dr.
J. G. Broolas, aurgeon; Dr. D. G.
Murrell, ossiga•tt surgeon;, W. G.
Whitefield, dies ante Joseph E. Ull-
man quarterrns sergeant; A. W.
Tow nsend, c iiissary eettgeant ;
James Gish, sergeant-major; Wil-
liam Gleason, officer of the day; Wrn
Silty, color bearer; John Hancock,
first guard; G. W. Daugherty, gee-
one! guard; D. W. Barnes, videtti;
Thoutto Landon, adjutant, and H.
P. Hawkins, Sr., treasurer. These
rrive officers take charge the next reg
ular meetiogs which; is are first meet-
inns during January, and serve for
the ensuisg twelve months.
'During the session last night Ad-
jutant W. H. Patterson read a let-
ter from C. Irvin Walko6„chairatan
,r • ':e United Confederat'.rVeterans'
twitteron co-operatirin of South
-olina, Wherein that gentleman
a-ged that the Paducah veterans
make contributions to -the fund be-
ing gotten up in that state for the
erection of a monument to be con-
structed to the memory of the sol-
diers of the Lost Cause. The com-
tetmication did not state where the
monument would be put up,, and the
local soldiers will see what they can
do towards assisting in that cause.
They are raising money for their
own monument that goes up on the
lawn of the Carnegie library, but,,
possible will help the Soutbs,Caro-s •
s been the
ducah post for
ut a successor being
e veal ng -he heartily
tinnslItsi the members for the ex-
treme courtesies they have shown
him during the past twelve ma:oaths.
In' response the members unanimously tetiskred him a vote of thanks
for tire impartial and commendable
manner irA which he has Presidedwhile in the chair.
An Umbrella for Xmas. A
special showing at Si .00 each
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
EXTRA POLICE
CHIEF COLLINS JREPARING
TO DOUBLE-UP DOWN IN
TOWN. .
Officers Gus Rogers of Broadway
Beat Will Resign the Last of
Next Week.
Now that Christmas time is coming
and additional throngs arc down inthe city nightly making purchases,
Chief Collins finds it necessary to Boarding House Wit.increase the police protection of the "We raised Ned last night," boastedbusiness part of town, therefore in the Would-be-devilish boarder. "anddoing this he hes stationed Extra the night before we raised Cain."Policeman Courtney Long on Second f "You believe in • diversification ofstreet between Broadway and Wash- I crops, eh?" observed the humorousington streets, to look after things boarder, with a loud guffaw.-ChIcagoin that vicinity, while the regular Buil-
patrolmen of the retail and, wholesale
section, 0r9,.!cr", john.con aroi Rso-ers.
s-c (I-voting their emir- tiose to
Broadway and Third, Fourth and
Fifth streets, where all the retail
stores mostly exist... The authorities
have to take extra precautions during
the holiday's to prevent robberies,
house breaking, and shoplifting,
sthich seem to thrive during the
Clwistroa, week when SO many thou-
are down in the business sec-
tion every night, that the • regular
patrolmen cannot properly handle the
throngs and then in addition look
;closely after ad things; in general.
A'hout the last two nights in this
week Chief Collins will put more ex-
tra men downtown, as those evenings
are always record breakers, and it
takes a special force to manage the
crowds.
Officer Gus. Rogers of the Broad,.
way beat, will he the last of next
week.aenderohis resignation as police-
maill in order to become deputy
sheriff under his broilfer-in-law, Mr.
John Ogilvie, who goes into office the
first of next year. When the former
resigns extra policeman Courtney
Long will be advanced to a replier
position. but it is not yet decided by
Chief Collins -whether be is to be put
downtown where Officer Rogers now 
Inge entertainment? ,
Jill-No, he went in on a free pant-ie or whether the new patrolman will
Yonkers Statesman.take sotne other beat and one of the 
older polacemen put down in the /larked.business district with Patrolman O'Ptaion-Young Mannerly Is aWilliam Johnson, the present side mark.




"Didn't Bragley speak at the mzah
Mg?"
"Yes, and he gave a good account of
himself."
"Why; I heard he was very tire-
tome."
"Of course. What else would you ex-
pect an account of himself to be?"-
Philadelphia Press.
On Second Thought.
"So you have decided not to apply your
millions to the establishment of libra-
ries?"
"Yea," answered Mr. Dustin Max/"the chances are that If I did a lot of peo-
ple would go to them and read books
about the danger of concentrated
wealth."-Washington Star.
Mnemonics.
"How is the new memory system you
are studying?"
"It's like all the rest," said the man
who struggles to improve his mind.
"It goes on the theory that it is easier to
remember a whole lot of things you arenot interested in than one that you are."
-Washington Star.
THE PROFESSOR'S DREAM.
Prehistoric Beast-- No, rm not going
sto eat-you up, but the next time you cat-
alogue meowith the dinosaurs, I mos
your finish-N, Y. Sun.
They Are.
All kinds of winds and weather
And dark and shiny days A.•Are Jumbled up••
And j,re bldllitittiei ways
.hrts.4Tretc od out for our knowing
But skies are always blue
Tor him who sings a-going
And hollers: "WhooP-41.- deo r.-Houston Post.
Not Exactly.
Stranger (in Outaomehurst)-I am
trying to find the railway station. is
this the way?
Resident-Not if you want to get
there in time for the only train that
stops. You'll have to walk a good
deal faster than that.-Cbicaso Trib-
Mee
Her Unseemly Perversity.
Mrs. Hunks-I wish you wouldn't be
so positive. There are two sides to
every question.
Old Hunks (with • roar)-Wel4
that's no reason why you should al-
ways be on the wrong aide-Chicago
Inconsistency.
The Mald-They're *ways talking
about maklag football a more open
game, and yet-
The Man-Yes?
The Maid-And yet they keep on
having those horrid secret signals.-
Puck.
Unconsciousness.
"She's the must unconscious girl 1
ver saw."
"Well, why shouldn't she be? She's
pretty and knows it; she's clever and
knows it, and she's good and knows it
What has she to be conscious of?"--
ruck.
An Empty Assurance.
"Mike," said Plodding Pete, "did you
hear dat stump speaker say de world
owes us a livin'?"
"Yes. But dere's no harder Job on
earth den collectin' bad debta."-Wash-
ington Post.
The Truth.
She-Some say you married me for
my money, and some say you married
me for my looks! now tell me truth-
fully, what did you marry me for?
He-I'll be blest if I know.-Yonkers
Statesman.
A Tight Squeeze.
Madge-And did he break the ice last
night?
Maud-Break the ice? Why, I thought
at ens time that he was going to break
every one of My ribs! -Yonkers States-
man.
Not Sure.
"Did you ever contribute to a cam-
paign fund"
"Not consciously, but I have paid
premiums on a life insurance policy."
-Washington Star.
No Contribution.
Bill-Did Phil contribute to the even-
Poi- Xmas you Want the best
The Distinction.and our line of Neckwear con-
Enteker-What's the difference be-asts of only the best and latest
tweets golf and shinny?styles
Bocker-Yonr clothes.-N. Y. 9n.RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
RECREATION HOURS
PLAYS AND GAMES WITH WHICH
TO AMUSE.
Clever Scheme for Place-Cards-Un-
usual Way to Arrange Partners
at Informal Evening Affair-
Pretty Table at a Birth-
day,Farty.
• Souvenir Postal Card Party.
Nearly every town of any also hiesits °en Individual postale, and in thisday and generation everyone is the re
eiplent of many of these charming re-
minders of travel, both at home and
abroad. Something original in the way
of entertaining for either dinner,
luncheon or "afternoon" was given by
the hostess when she planned this af-fair.
Thu rooms were decorated with pan-
els fastened together by holes punched
In the coraccs and ribbons run through
them. Pauels were formed in this
way and made a most effective decora-
tion. Cards were stuck in picture
frames, placed on tables, on the man-
tels and every spot where they wouid
attract attention. These cards were
topics of conversation which was very
animeted. "Do you remember" ana
"that reminds me" were expressions
heard on all sides.
Invitations were sent out on total
souvenir cards. Then for "place cards"
at -this luncheon the hostess had
mailed cards to each guest, ten iii
number, addressing them to her own
house number. By these they found
their places at the table. Each one
vas asked to come prepared to relate
some incident of travel, either "hu-
morous," "startling" or "pathetic." A
vote was taken as to (he best story
In each class, souvenirs were awarded
Inexpensive articles which the hostess
had usliected with this party in mind
Souvenir spoons were used and the ta-
ble linen came from Ireland.
The menu consisted of grape ?TO',
creamed potatoes served in ramakina.
Whole wheat bread, cherry salad weds
by replacing the pits of California
cherries with hazel nuts, serving it en
head lettuce leaves with a rich may-
onnaise dressing, and cheese wafers;
Ice cream was serrdd in halves of can-
telouoe with small cakes.' The bon-
bons were in dress-suit case boxes, and
the almonds in miniature band-boxer,
which the guests were given for fa-
vors. Iced tea was the beverage, with
a bit of lemon and • candled cherry
In IL
Pun with Soap Bubbles.
Here is a pretty way to amuse one
child, or any number of children.
Cover sewing tables with an old blan-
ket, or any soft material that will
make a soft pad. Then procure Intl.
bowls of blue, yellow, or the so-called
"Dutch" ware, a quantity of clay pipes
and several bolts of baby ribbon-the
penny-a-yard quality will do.
Wind the pipe stems with ribbon,
tying a jaunty bow at the bowl. Of
coarse It will get wet, but it looks
pretty when the pipes are permed. Fill
the bowls with a mixture made from
boiling shaved castile soap with water;
to every pint of this liquid add one
teaspoon of glycerine. Thts formula
always produces the largest and most
gorgeous bubbles imaginable.
Offer prises for the babbles lastfae
the longest; for the one with the most
vivid coloring, and for the one largest
In circumference. By the way, grown
people have been known to indulge in
"soap-bubble parties" with great sat-
brfaction. They may be blown or
fanned about the room. and It hi a
Ter:utile-1 sight to see 45 or 30 of them
In the air at the same time.
'An entertainment which furnishes
amusement for a young people's soci-
ety or club is a corn party. Invita-
tions were tinned and everyone won-
dered what the affair could be. "Do
we eat it, pop it, or what?" No satis-
factory replies were given; those in
the secret kept the facts to themselves,
so all the expectant guests could do
was to wait and see.
When the date arrived, the rooms
wers found decorated with ears of red
and white corn; they hung as a Mow
from grill-work, from gas jets, and
portieres were made from corn ker-
nels strung on a heavy thread. The
kernels were first soaked in lye tc
soften for the needle.
A Ictig basket filled with ears ol
corn, each tied at the large end wltit
ribbon, were passed to each guest with
the request to count the kernels
Wooden plates were furnished on
which to put the shelled corn.. Atte/
all had finished counting a memoran-
dum was taken, then the contents of
each plate were emptied into a large
howl, which was conspicuously placeo
In the hallt rind each porton requested
to guess the number of grains of corn
to the bowl. A record was kept of
each guest. An account was taken
and the two who had come nearest the
correct number were awarded prises.
The refreshments were hulled cern,
served In bowls with Jersey cream and
sugar; hot corn muffins, with maple
nature popcorn, doughnuts and coffee.
A hostess who wished for some-
thing new in the way of place cards
for the six guests whom she had
asked to lunch with her, devised this
clever scheme. She set about Illustrat-
ing each girl's especial fad or individ-
ualism by pictures, which she mount-
ed and marked with the date, but BO
name.
One girl bad a fashion of Ratios;
Turkish fashion on the floor, and an
advertisement was found to suit this
ease to perfection. The golf girl was
easy,"also the boating girl; the oquee-
U leapt was soon prov1d$ for, as Was
•
the girl whose latest tad was cooking:caused much merriment, as each .1.11;-:',S AND AGATHA.girl found herself.
Another up-to-date hostess avolvel
an unusual way Of having her guests
end their partners at an informal eve-
nine affair.
The company was re large one andshe &sired to mingle the guests as
much as possible. So she gave each
man a paper and pencil,' ntroduced
him tu a lady, telling hi rp to talk with
her for Ilse minutes an then write
minute description of kiss gown, gen-
eral appearance..hAlr, etc., etc.,
-.Altai ten minutes the papers wars
collected. At refreshment time these
shoo were scattered promiscuously
among the men and they were asked
to fine the lady who answered to the
description on their paper and take
her to supper.
Here is a description of a table at'•
ranged for a birthday party of a ten-
'yeaseold girl. It was so beautifully
simple In design, and detail that any
mother could carry out the scheme
'with very little tepuble or expense,
The guests were 24 in number.
To save table linen, as it was in the
country, and laundry work at a pre-
mium, the table was set with pint
c.repe tissue paper mats. The cake
which was the center of attraction
was a large angels' food, iced with
white and decorated with candied
cherries and spikes of citron. Around
ibe cake was a barrel hoop, wound
with pink paper and ferns. In this
hoop pink candles were stuck. The
holders can be pasteboard with shars
Lacks in the end, such as are used ot
Christmas trees. There were jest as
many candles as the hoop would hold,
they represented "the years to come.'
On a small hoop right close up to the
cake were ten pink candles, whin
right in the middle of the cake was
one tall candle, "the year to grow on
Boa Is of flowers were at the four cor
ners of the table, with plates of chick.
en sandwiches, salted almonds, lemon
ade with cherries le It, and tall glasses
filled with plain vanilla ice cream. The
cream had a tablespoonful of whipped
cream on top, capped by a MarsAchinc
cherry. Paper napkins were used anti
'snapping" caps, so dear to childish
heart:, were the favors.
FOR THE ELDERLY MANNUVC
All Black Not the Proper Choiee-'be
Beauty of Pale Eine Against
White Hail.
It is the worst possible policy for the
middle-aged woman to dress in unre-
lieved black. There is nothing more
unbecoming to such a wearer, as only
the bright rose tints of the young face
can satisfactorily bear black close to
It. Plenty of white of dainty freshmen
in the shape of collar, or ruffle, or vest
will so modify the severity of a black
gown as to make it not only becom-
ing, but eves the impression, which
is particularly attractive for the elder-
ly woman, of fastidiousness, nicety and
spotlessness
Light moors are also becoming to
middqe-aged women, and light blue is
espeetally the crowning beauty of the
woman who has white hair. A discreet
nes of pink is also attractive even Igoe
elderly women, discreet meaning in the
use of touches In either blue or pink.
which is a different matter bye in-
dulging in the overyoutbfulnesa of as
all pink or pale blue gown. A few folds
of pale pink velvet or chiffon on a
black net toque or lace straw hat is
charming on an elderly wearer, while
pink mates, if tucked under the brim of
a lace-edged hat. never seem too much.
One of the prettiest effects possible
was that of a Jetted toque, the jetted
black net almost covering the frame,
but revealing the white net with which
It was -ailed.- underneath. Twisted
from under the crown and coming
through to the outside at the Ittek was
a trail of pale blue velvet, which held
a bunch of the tiniest pale blue ostrich
tips which clustered down over the
gentle-faced wearer's white hair.
White is especially fitting for a
grandmother's dress, and all the white
laces of stately effect which can be res-
urrected or, procered by the woman of
70 should be treasured rellginusly and
combined with white silk for evening
dreeses, lasesad of being combined with
black, Or given away to younger as-
pirants for their loveliness. White lace
and white silk is a thousand times
more attractive for the elderly wom-
an's evening wear than blaelt lace and
black silk, and where *black lace is
used It should be lined with white
chiffon or lightened with jet garnitures
and pale blue.
Bolas-tag.
Ten minute of perfect relaxation
gives more rest than hours of so-Called
resting with tense muscles, Many a
woman has been heard to say after
arising from; her siesta that she feels
more tired than before. It is not to
be wondered at, for her muscles were
unrelaxed and her brain much dis.
tubed. Rest with utter abandonment
of mind and body. Let the bed, poach
or hear the whole vrefight of the
body. Imagine that you have not the
power to lift a limb. Loosen all ten.
Mon. and in a short time you will
feel renewed strength. ,
An Afternoon Call.
In making an afternoon call a man
usually leaves his overcoat, cane or
umbrella, bat and gloves in the hall
before entering the drawing-room. At
a first or exceedingly formal call he
, may, if he choose, carry his bat, gloves
and (ADP into the room, if the cell is
to be a very brief one. He should put
his card on the trig which the eery-
ant extends to him as he enters the
MOM.
Ousted Hatpins.
Hatphis with crystal heads, or with
an opaque colored bead for a head, are
Wen.
BY BARRY PAIN.
Jemes, as you may already have
guessed, was a very conseientioue
young man. As a boy he had been
known at cricket to dispute the did-
Ili011 of an umpire in his favor. Veen
the ordinary social Iles were repellent
to him. He never traveled in a class
superior to that for which he has
taken his ticket. Me never did any-
thing which was not extremely (Ani-
bal and conspletiouely honest. With
such a character, there was only on*
otmhfalbcliantegcltrtiolny 
after he became a reviews,
for the Daily
ythhaetcotmhe. young man could ulti-
mately
• that he met Agatha. Agatha
Record it hap,
had at a comparatively early age beet
left an orphan. As her education was
defective, and as she did not like
children, there was wily one thins
that Agatha could become.
It was Shortly after Agatha had be
MID* governess that she and Jamet
met_ Her fame was wholesome ant
practical, rather than beautiful. Foe
borne weeks he sever told his
Love, Then one afternoon ha took het
to bear an oratorio. II may have beet
the effect of the musk or of the tat
end buns at the • B C shop afterward
or of the long drive to Kttburn througl
Londoa's romantic dusk. The fact is
mains that when they climbed up en
the omnibus he called her Miss Brown
and when they parted at the ended the
'tourney he called her Agatha. Ilt
treasured the oratorio programme, an/
met her frequently. One night there
was an air of mystery about her,
"Shortly," she said, "you will see me
In a new light James."
"I would not have you different,"
said Janie& This was quite the right
book,
to say, as he had seen It in a
"East side of Waterloo bridge, aboul
III to-morrow," said Agatha.
"RIght." said Janes. He would thee
have kissed her, but refrained kora
the publicity which would have Bateau.
ed the act.
The next morning there was brottell'
to his rooms a large parcel of novels
from the Daily 'Record. He groaned
because that meant work, and even the
reading of novels is not pleasant u
you happen to be paid for it. He
would have &seance stall more if the
books had not come, because that
would have meant no work, and want
of work would have made sundry an
mantic possibilities more remote. As
it was, they bad arranged to be mar
nod next year in the sweet 'prise
time. Quite quietly. Bride in browr
cloth. Honeymoon of saves days at
lottletuunploa.
He tore his mind away from rummer
In res‘llte and settled doWn to ro
IMMO as it is written, and the very
List volume that he plated up wet
entitled "A Love of Other Days," by
Agatha Brown. This was the env
light in wbtob Agatha was to ap
pear. She had written • novel, tead
be was to review it Ho wondered it
the editor of the Daily Regard would
stand as entire column &begat an lib-
known resin. James almost regret-
ted that he had dioeovered three en.
known geniuses the week betorw, It
was likely to spoil the market.
Be notieed the name of the publiele
era with regret Agatha would have
done better to have consulted bat
Then he read the book and buried kls
face is his hands, for fkat soya by
Agatha Brown was about the twee
putrid thing in acting that Lad pol-
luted hie chambers for the last lb
months. It was wrong everywkere; it
was wrong all through There Is are
worse thing on earth than a bad Ws-
..torioal novel, and this was a very bad
historical novel.
Here, then, was the °eaglet between
love and duty. Duty was seraesbeg,
and love walked over. By theivendag
he had writes* • column hailing Agatha
Brown as the gneetest genius thot the
sountry had yet wen But hie hear,
was broken. For ones he had net bees
conscientious. He meld sot live with
that stain upon his soul. So he deter-
mined to meet Agatha on Wat-erloo
bridge, tate one long, last farewell.
Lod then send off the review and com-
mit suicide. Agatha was a little We
for her appointment, aid looked very
pleased with herself.
"Well?" she said.
"Why eild yon not confide in mer4
be asked, Featly. "Why did you net
toil me you bad written a book? Moo
stbly my practieed ludgraent =Wit
"r"vve-ast" au earth are you talking
&mut? I've not written ally book. I
shouldn't be so silly."
"Than somebody else with yoga-
1111.13ehassit•""Haa ? What cheek!" She mitalooked at James somewhat lagehdag-
ly. He had an uneasy semis else
was expecting him to say .and that he was not saying It.
"Well" he said, "what aid
ing to wear in a now U
mean then by saying that
go
 a s g
"It "mu happen to be binei," ate
answered, tether anappiehtyk "I eoFet
give you eyes."
"Dos% be cross, dear. Let's seis.;. VI
the same jachdt you always wear, ajd
the same skirt."
"Oh, deal babes. Pre goll ' *
hair, dote up differently, aabilldra
a new hat. I don't want eie
it. If yea take no inters/1On liar'
jelarance, tberes!a,'notlitag spy* Its Itsaid. Whit llo,•you think east lam
Japanese
esnoware t his interviews 
.0
Agydha was. tar from Pleinfillt. ‘
ille,rahie eview of the neetalt i, .i.,s
main es. a reduced to two
the se t of Wardqur tartest
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ppraieers Named for T. E. Moss
Estate—Deeds Filed and Wed-
ding License Issued.
In the county court yesterday
Sheriff-elect John W. Ogilrvie , exe-
cuted bond for the faithful perform-
ances of the duties of Phis office, when
he goes in the first of next month.
He gave sureties of Edward L.
Atkins, Thomas J. Atkins GeorgeC.
Thompson, W. F. Brad ekaw and L.
B. Ogilvie. After he takes charge
Mr. Ogilvie gives a bead for the col-
lections he makes during tenure.
Major Moss' Estate.
Yesterday in the county court
Judge Richard T Lightfoot selected
Thomas L. Crice, Richard G. Cold-
well and Sheriff Lee D. Potter, as
appraisers, to inventory and place a
value upon the eetate 'of the late
Olhomes E. Moss.
Property So'd.
Kate Nunetnacher sold to J. F.
-Holt, for $150, property on the
North si°e of Maple avenue, and the
deed filefl for record with the clerk
yesterday.
W. C. O'Bryan transferred to
James Spriggs, for $15o, property
lying in the Vaughan addition to the
City.
A. D. Iluchanan bought from W. C.
O'Bryan, for Ofo, property in the
Loeb & Bloom addition to the city.
For $.1,311.5o 'Henry Beyer trans-
ferred to C. G. Warner and others,
ptoperty lying on Beyer street in
'tkrcadia.
Land lying out in the county has
been sold by C. V. Ross to L. L.
Jones for $87.5o.
-J. A. Gardner transferred to Louis
Starks for $6so, property on Bach-
man street.
Affingaistrater.
Frank M. Fisher qualified before
the county court as administrator of
the estate of bite late sister-in-law,
Mrs Elizabeth Veal.
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk issued a wedding license
to 'Thomas Harris, aged 21, ana
rthel Stanley, aged an, both of the
county.
Give the little eno a pair of
our nice Knit Leggings for
Xmas
RUDY, PHILLIPS ft CO
—Our business of four months is
as phenomenal as a business of three
years. An up-to-date Soda business
thit operrnee.
HAWKINS BROS.. 417 B'way.
Colored Silk Hose in beautiful
shades at $2 oo a pair





There Was Held Over to Grand
Jury Arnett Hodge and Tom
Trimble Alias Trammell.
In the police court yesterday morn-
lag judge 'Sam/era left open until to-
day the case whereon the little negro
boy Jesse Tillman shot the other
darky Gladdis McFadden Monday
afternoon • at the Eighth and Ohio
*Street* colored school house.
The judge held Toni Trimble, col-
d, over to the grand jury, on two
• ges, one of grand larceny by the
'alleged theft of a bicycle from the
little son of Mrs. Ante Ogilvie, and
the other for alleged obtaining money
16,Ier false pretense.* by claiming the
'wheel was his and RIM" 43 toe .an-
. other party.
There was also held over to the
grand pnry the charge of grand lar-
ceny against Arnett Hodge, the negro
accused of stealing the fine bird dog
of Droggiet George Rawleigh of
Sixth and Clay streets.
71bontas Aust'A was- arraigned on
a breach of the peace charge and his
cue continued until today.
Henry Davis was fined Sic) and
ensts on a breach of the peace charge.
There was continued until next
Ifuseday the warrant charging the
tStarke-Ullnien Saddlery company
pith refuting to get out a license to
do business.
Cliorles . Wheeler, C. E. Richardson
end George Perkin% were each fined
Sit and coete for being drunk.
• 
Look through our Suit de-
partnlent and select son-Nettling
serviceable for mother's Xmas
present.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
shops
woman
The w True val-
ues never
early • B. 06I1VI[ CO• quick pur-lack for
In the day- chasers.
Paducah
Steam Dye Woeks
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or sepaire take them to K. C.
The Christmas Stock in the city. Suits made tosorder.the 
ni329 South Third have




BEAUTY AND ATTRACTIVENESS, MOST CLEVERLY COMBINED WITH RARE PRICES,
LOWNESS, WELL MIGHT THEY BE CALLED THE MAXIMUM OF VALUE FOR THE MINI-
MUM OF MONEY.
LADIES' NEW STYLE HAND BAGS, IN BLACK AND BROWN, AT 75c TO $1 oo. LADIES' COT-
TON UMBRI'LLAS AT 35c TO $t oo. LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS AT $1.5o TO $14.06. WHITE
SILK ASV SPANGLED EVENING FANS AT soc TO $5 oo. EBBROIDERED NOVELTY JAPANESE
FANS AT $z.5o. DRESSING ROOM SLIPPERS AT $1.00. LADIES' STOCK COLLARS. 4N LACE,
MUSLIN OND SILK, AT 25C TO $1.5o. PILLOW TOPS OF ALL DESCRIPTION AT 25c AND soc
TABLE COVERS AND SCARFS, MADE OF LINEN AND EMBROIDERED, AT $1 oo TO $5 oo
BEAUTY PINS, ASSORTED STYLES, AT 3c PER DOZEN.
EVEN THE HANDSOMEST OF ALL THESE FINE DOLLS MAY BE YOURS FOR A PRICE
THAT IS REMARKABLE FOR MODESTY. CHOOSE EARLY.
STUFFED DOLLS THAT• ARE UNBREAKABLE _AT toe.
KID BODY DOLLS AT 25C, soc AND Si oo.
JOINTED DOLLS AT Si oo, $1.50, $ono AND UP TO $3.00.
DRESSED DOLLS IN A BIG VARIETY AT 25c, soc, $1.00, $1
FOXY GRANDPA DOLLS AT $1 oo.
CLOWN DOLLS AT sc TO soc
r  CD-Y-a
25 TO $3 50.
WHEREVER THESE TOYS GO THERE'LL BE HAPPY CHILDREN ON CHRISTMAS MORNING
—AND AFTER, TOO, FOR THEY'RE MADE TO STAND THE ,RACKET.
STATIONARY ALCOHOL ENGINES AT il000; TRAINS THAT RUN ON A TRACK AND RUN
BY SPRING POWER AT Si oo, $oso AND $3 oo; TOY IRON TRAINS AT toe, 25c, soc AND St 00;IRON FIRE ENGINES AT soc AND $1 oo; IRON HOOK AND LADDERS AT $1.00; IRON TOYS, A
BIG VARIETY, AT 5c, Toe AND 25c; TOOL CHESTS FOR BOYS AT $1 oo; DOLL BABY BEDS ATsoc AND $t oo; DOLL BABY CRADLES AT toe; BUSTER BROWN PUZZLES AT 70C. SPECIAL
VALUES AND ASSORTMENT OF TOYS ON sc AND toe COUNTERS
L. B. Ogilvie & Co.
Dr. Stamper
Dentist.




NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST loc.
—No old stock at Hawkins Bros.
Everything new and up-to-date.
oi96 mom, - - 'Atopeozeo Ott





Hid Body of Her Baby in a Trunk
Where the Corpse Was Found
Yesterday.
The detectives and City Physiciaii
Johnston Beas yesterday ran across
a case the like of which has not
come to their notice for many
months past, if in fact it ever came
to dheir attention beretofore. It
was the deliverance by a woman of
a child which the mother put in a
trunk to conceal the birth for fear
of expoeure, the being single. The
female in question is Josephine Rou-
ten, of 412 South Seventh street, and
she is now at the city hospital being
treated by the physician.
Yesterday the wife of Sandy Slay-
den, the wee! 'known barber, notified
the authorities that he had discov-
ered suepicious thing, around her
home on South Seventh, where the
Routers woman mode her residence.
The Slayelen woman detected very
obnoxious odors about the place.
and 'commencing a *torch found con
oeakd under the pillow of the Ron-
ten woman in her bedroom evidence
of a childbirth. The Slayden wom-
an made known lier *Iwo-eery to thr
officiate, and they sent. City Physic-
ian Bees out to look into the came.
Tale latter sweated the Routen wo-
man and found that lase Saturday
afternoon at 5 o'clock she had be-
come a tn,othee at that residence
without the attendance of a physic-
ian. Tire mother, without letting
the balarxo of the people of that
home know what had occurred, took
the little one end hid it in a trunk
in an adioining room. The Slay-
den woman opened the trunk and
theee found the body of the dead
child. The mother confessed that
the reason she kept things ho quiet
was became she feared exposure on
account of being a single woman.
She contended that the child never
breathed or cried, but the body was
turned over to Coroner Crow and
this morning an autopsy will he held
to ascertain if it was born alive, and
if so the mother will be charged
with murder.
Ring 321 for all kinds of hickory






224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
11. 1. avers, M. D.
OFFICB is, NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHON-ES
Residence sg11 Office 233
A new line of Fancy Handle
Silk Umbrellas just in for Xmas
trade--$3 oo to $6 .00 .
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
HARMON SCORES PRESIDENT.
Former Attorney General Resents
Treatment in Santa Fe Case.
New York, Dec. 19.—Former At-
torney General Judson Harmon, who
also was special counsel for the goy
ernenent in the rebate cattle against
the Santa Fe railroad last night
gave out the following statement in
connection with the letters made pub
tk in Washington:
"The president and the • -attorney
genera) seem to be congratalating
..each other because the goverement
lost its case against the Sesta Fe
Railroad company. If they were al-
ways so certain there woe nothing
in the case, I do not understand why
they turned it over to Mr. Judson
and myself. The interstate corn-
merce comanistinn found and report-
ed that the company for years had
flagrantly broken the law againet
rebates.
'We refused to believe the corpor-
ation had slipped out of nights and
handed over the rebates while the
officers in charge of its traffic were
abed. We proposed to proceed
against them accordingly. This
course was disapproved and we there
upon resigned.
"The president 7(17en procredevr to
hold a 'bed of justice' and have a
trial by letter. Hie annonneed what
was a croft between a judgment of
not guilty and a pardon in which the
attorney general conctoved. If, af-
ter that, anybody expected anything
foint further prtieecution of the case
that person is now disappointed.
"I do not know whit-Ohm Mr. Jud-
son and myself would have fared
better, but I do know it is not a
good way to win a case to proclaim
that one knows himself there is ooth
ing in it and then put it in charge of
an advocate who is net sup-
posod to. hold the same view."
Give he a box of our Ladies'
41-6tien. hanOl-einbrtelderpd, in-
itial Handkerchiefs — St so a
box
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
MAY NULLIFY INDICTMENTS.
LAWYE RS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Padlicah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 174. Old Phone yoo
Error in Drawing Milwaukee Grand
Jury Is Discovered.
. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
A. S. DABNEY,
M-Plwaukee, Wis., Dee. 19.—Be-
cauee of an error in drawing the
panel of the thirst grand jury for the
investigation of graft in 1904 it is
possible all the forty indictments-re-
turned by that inquisitorial board
may be invalidated. As a result
District Attorney McGovern. and his
office are in somewhat of a panic.
It has been learned that whereas
the name of J. George Davis was
drawn service was made on George
J. Davie theough a blunder ond the
latter was one of the sevettseere men
who voted the true bills.
' Henry. J., Killilea, attorney for
Michael J. Dunn, the former build-
ing inspector now serving a term in
the house of correction, is fiem in
the belief that the error invalidates
the entire work of the grand jitey.
Our line of Xmas Handker-
chiefs is beautiful and one
wishing something always ac-
ceptable should ere them.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
A Comfort for Christmas
would be most appropriate.





St. Louis and Tennessee Rivet Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
-Tils a trh) of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, g table,
gocil rooms, etc. Boats ,e each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. in.
For other information apply to Jas
Koger.,_ superinteadeats littonle -
Brown, agent
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8 to to a. no, i to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 porn.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
ES toVes sar2c:
FL1Ir2ittute.
Buy anything and sell everything.
218-22o Court street. Old phone 1316.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY.
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
Clem Frallsioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
„omen!
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLE.
DR. R. E. HEARNF
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 3o4-6 Fraternity Building.





Rooms ia and 3 Register Build-
ing, on 1-11 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts ef the
state. Both phones 37.
On Friday, December 1st, the fol-
lowing changes in time of Souther
railway trains will become effective:
No. r, now leaving Louisville at
7:40 a. m., will depart at 8 a. m.
No. 9, now leaving Louisville at
3:50 p. tn., will depart at 3:35 p. m.
No. 23, now leavin; Louisville at
7:25 p. ca. will depart at 7:15 v. m.
6 p. m., depart at 5:40 P. tro-
No. 24, now leaving Lexington at
-Nb. 2, now leaving Lexington at
5:3o p. m, will deport at 5 p. m.
Corresponding changes will be
made at tort] station(' and passen-
ger, intending to use these trains
tthould coned-It ticket agents for com-
plete information.
C. H. HUNGERFORD. D. P. A.
PLAY POSTERS FIRE IRISH.
Lemon Chill Tonic
Sons of Erin Threaten to Burn
Opera-House at Butte, Mont.
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE




Butte, WM., Der. t9.--A big mass
meeting of indignant IritIhnien was
held today to take action against a
show company's posters cartooning
the Irish. It decided not to permit
the company to play in Butte.
Threats are made to burn down the




Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,







phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
7 tO M.: 1 tO 3 p. m., 7 tO 9 p. m„
TRUEHEART BUILDING.




ROMS 13 and 14 Columbia Building
Old Phone 10g.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office 3o6 Broadway—Phone r20.
Residence, gig Broadway.
Phone teo.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOTJRNOY& REED
LAWYERS
Rooms to, it and la. Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAffi,
Dr. B. T, Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, 120
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.








Card Cases Pass Cases and Bill
• Books.
Jo° all Leather Samples to select
4
from.
Your Name and Address in Gold
Letters.






Wednesday Morning, Dec. 20, 1905 .
LOCAL NEWS
—At no toglay: Evangithat G. C.
Cates and PaIralr• ;Pah* S. Cheek) of
the FirejlaPtisrAhunth,wiTh conduct
service rll „tiel.a. C.: railroad shops,
for bene6t4asf shealrorlamen who have
no4 the gana cane to church.
—Postanagter L. C. Starks of Har-
din, is ccnistructing, a new coocrete
Mock of soisiness houses a! !at
place, to be occupied by hiinseli as
postoffiee and gents. furnishing store
-s---Tom Austin was arress !k-
night on a breach ,>f the peaci.
rant by Officers Hill and Fergersois
—Will Williams, colored, was
scuffling with another darky on the
steamer Tennessee last evening, when
the other cut a deep gash in Wialiams
-back which was sewed up by Dr. Jeff
Robertson.
The I. C. Railroad has closed for
the winter Gravel Switch, wohich is
thirty miles above here on the Louis-
ville division- of the road, and at
which place are located the gravel
pits out of which material is pro-
cured by the road. As it is too cold
to world the pits during the winter,
they are closed, and the gravel cars
will be converted into coal cars.
- —So many owners of bird dogs
have lost their animals by theft of
recent, that they are preparing to or-
ganize a club, to vigorously prose-
cute any thief detected, and in this




Mr Warren Sights vvili arrive on
Friday from Chicago to spend the
holidays with his parents, Dr. and
Mrs.. H. P. Sights.
Mn. Miltoa Wallerstein has rsturn
vd from mi itary shoo -.near Chi-
cago to spend Christmas 'with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. .Hermitn Wal
lerstein.
M. P. Fitzoatrick of the trairsier
company, hits gone .toChicago, on
business connected with the failure
of the Nationsa bank there, his moth-
er having $6,soco on deposit at the
institution.
hieut Robcrt Treadway of the
Fourth regiment, U. S. A. of Ft.
Thomas, Ky., was here yesterday
visiting friends. He is off On a leave
of abseasee_s„sitisIg his family in
'Marshall 'county.
'Marsha! Charles 'Nutt of Thy-
field was here yesterday on business.
a-s. W. and son today go
to Trenton •  .to spend Christ-
nsas. .
_.Nhsts Anna Webb of Washington,
D :Us arrived last night to spend
Christmas witt her parents Mr. and
Mrs. frohn
Goes On Road.
Mr. William Baker is preparing to
start i company on the road out of
Chattineoga, Tenn., to prheluce Pow-
hatan. He had amateurs to put it
ou here severai weeks ago for bene-
fit of the Home sr the Friendless.
Our line of Si oo Umbrellas is
a beauty; quite a nice Xmas
present for the money.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
—The Dixie Knitting Mills, of
Eighth and Jones, closes down Thurs-
day for two weeks in order to in-
stall new machinery.
Have you thought how nice a
pretty pair of Lace Curtains
-would be for Xmas, at $r oo to
$zo.00 a pair.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
The fiscal year in Tennessee end-
ing Tuesday, is said to have been
the most prosperous in the states
history.
We show the largest line of
Fancy Silks in the city an da
nice Silk Waist or Dress would
surely be appreciated by mother.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
GLADDEN REARM.
Charity Club Will Play Santa Claus
for the Little Folks.
Yesterda; morning, the *Charity
club met at the home of Miss Cor-
tile Grundy, on North Seventh near
Jefferson street, and arrAged to
give Christmas presents- to poor
children of the city. The ladies will
ask merchants and everybody to do-
nate fruit, candies, nuts, toys and in
fact anything that can gladden the
hearts of the little ones. The don-
ations -cars be sent to -the home of
Miss Grundy or she telephoned, and
she will send for them. Another
meeting will' be held Friday and the
manner of distribution among the
poor decided upon.
CLOSE LIBRARY.
Institution Will Be Closed All Satur-
day and That Night.
President E. W. Beery of the
Carnegie library, announces that
when the building -at Itlinth and
Essaldway Closes freidaytatisht, it will
not open again until Sunday after-
noon when it keeps. open usual hours,
and. then again Sunday evening. Clos-
ing that night the institution rethains
shut down until the following Tues-
day Morning. The building is -closed
Saturday in order Misses Mayme
Bayrtharn and aubye Corbett, the
librarian and assistant Idirarian, can
do their Christmas shopping, they
having no other opportune time for
that on account of the building being
kept open from morning until late at
night every week day.
For Xmas Cigars and Pipes go to
Wilhelm & Ferrimare 311 Broadway.
—The Independent Telephone com-
pany has organized and filed incor-
poration papers at Nitayfield, prepara:
tory to building the system there. The
same -people controlling the new sys-
tem, own the independent concern
here in Paducala and they have, sent
there to build the lines Mn. Davis,
formerly "manager of the local office.
—Mr. and Mrs. Chin Houston
have a new girl at their home
Mrs. E. L Whiteside', osteopath,
609% Broadway; Phones, Old 1431,
Nen. a6z.
Miss Risnge public stenographer,
Palmer House. •
Wilhelm & Ferrirnan, 311 Broad-
way. A full line of Xmas Pines and
Cigars.
Go to Stutz's for candy.
11• T,...31141111i11*0410t. 
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POPULAR WAN1
,
To Improve and Preserve Your Beauty
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
No. .1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office.
-
MInsie pupils wanted by Miss An-
nie filic'holson at 531 ,,South Fifth
street. Old phone 2112.2.
FOR SALE or-ie,nt---837 Jefferson.Possession at *ace; Whittemore.
LOISM or —Black and tan
Gordon mac setter pup, eight
months old. Finder return to Lee
Eakev at Eighth and Harrison anti
be rewarded.
FOR RENT—"The Inn" property
on North Seventh beta ecn Madison
and Monroe. Apply Dr. J. G. Brooks._
'-'FOR RENT 4— Apartmeiiii- in
Bogies' }basun 'Sixth and Broadway.
Bath, heat and lights. Furnished or
unfurnished. Apply to L. P. Head,
custodian, at building, or-ring oaa.
FOR RENTT—Three rooms on
ground floor for housekeeping, one
aquart of postoffice . Address "R. J.
M‘" this offite.
FOR RENT—Five-room cottage,
modern improvements, bath, electric
lights, at 1036 Madison street, Ali:
ply to Dr. P. H. Stewart.
LOST—Watch 'fob, On Broidway.
Made of four foreign coins. Finder
telephone 716 for owner and be re-
warded.
FOR RENT=Four-roitm cottage,
No. 623 Jefferson stre4t; ,gas, bath,
etc.. in the house. Apply to W. H.
Patterson. Old phone 1346.
STOP at B. Michael's for Dia-
monds, Brooch Pins, Wattlits, Guns,
Pistols, Rings, Bracelet; Snit Cases.
Clothing. Shoes. See IB. Michael, art
Broadway, for bargains.
Exclusive agents, Ishkoodah, -Ky.,
coal, clippings for kindling, five cents
per bundle. Phone ao.i.
NOBLE & YEISER
GO to StOtZ'S for candy.
Why not club together and get
the mother a nice, large carpet-
size Rug. Om prices range
from $15 cio to $65 oo.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
USE NADINE FACE fOWER
In Green Boxes Only.
SrPERIOR IN QUALITY. HARM-
LESS AS WATER.
Nadine Face Powder is compound-
ed and purified b ya nearly discovered
process. Produces a beautiful, soft f
velvet appearance, which remains un-
til washed off. Ladies who use Na-
dine Face Powder its green boxes
s are sure the complexion wild be fresh
and lovely at close of the evening.
The quality is unequaled. Buy
one so cent package and if you are
not entirely satisfied notify us, and
we will promptly refund your money.
Sold by leading druggists, or mail.
...Price so cents. White, Flhsh, Pink,Brunet t.
NATIONAL TOILET CO., Paris,Tosi.
Sold in Paducah by all Leading 'druggists.
RR IMP STOREJEWELRY
OPEN TONIGHT
You are Invited to see our
Christmas Display.
THE NEW STORE, 327 BROADWAY
- 41,To Policy Holders.
We wish to notify our patmns, the
public generally, through the daily
prese, each agent signing the notice,
that commencing csn the first day of
January, igo6, all policies are due
and payable when the insurance is
effected or upon deiivery of tiolicy in
person or by mail.
BOARD OF LOCAL
UNDERWRITERS.
We have made a special pur-
chase of Handkerchiefs and now
offer you the prettiest line we
ever hernibed.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
A cornolete assortment of golf
or cashmere si/k-lined or mer-
cerised Gloves










A special tine of Sample Purs-
es for Xmas; hence better values
than you could ordinarily pur-
chess for the sarne money.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO..
You could not find anything
nicer than a Keiser Collar for
Xmas.





The Oldest and Best Conducted Bottle and Jug House
in the City of Paducah.
•   ••••••1.3.1.4t****.t.trttf•
Some of my many brands
of Bottled in Bond Pure Whis-
kies are:
Old Oscar Pepper Old Crow





par gallon, - - - $4.00
Old Jordan, 8-year-old
per gallon - - - $3.00
My Ferndale $2.00 Whisky
will compare with tray f2.50






The people of this city and surrounding terri-
tory with strictly high-class whiskies, wines and
brandies. I handle nothing but pure, straight
goods, bought direct from bonded warehouses.
In my display window you can see the finest col-
lection of fine whisky and California wines ever
shown by any house in western Kentucky. I
pride myself in keeping a neat, clean, attractive
place---a place to which any lady may come to
make a purchase of whisky and wines for house-
hold and medicinal uses. My reputation and the
class of trade that buys all their goods of me is
evidence that I handle only PURE GOODS.
My line of California Wines





Blackberry and Sherry Wine
Fine Old Peach Brandy
Fine Old Apple Brandy
Elegant, Smooth Old Scotch
Whisky, Shaw's Pure Malt
My Ferndale $2.00 Whisky
will compare with any $2.50
Whisky in the city.
ussuuttumusummmtms========mtmuntutttmunts==tu tummummuntuunsuntstuttmurtumnsumtren=tnnum=untttnnnutstm: uninmutturtmunumuttm===============uuttnu:
SEND ME THE ORDER
FOR A CHRISTMAS JUG
THIS YEAR. IF YOU ONCE
BUY MY WHISKIES YOU
WILL BE A REGULAR CUS-
TOMER AT MY PLACE.
Special Holiday Prices
As a special Holiday inducement to have you come or
send to me for your Whiskies, I will sell any of my
Bonded Whiskies, ranging from eight to twelve years
old, at $1.00 for a full quart.
WE PAY PROMPT ATTEN,
TION TO BOTTLE OR JUG
TRADE FOR OUT-OF-TOWN
CUSTOMERS AND SHIP IT
OUT THE SAME DAY WE
RECEIVE YOUR ORDER.
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